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EDITOR'S NOTES

SANTA CLARA

M

ike Brozda '76 did what I-and I suspect many othersalways wanted to do: quit my job, sell my car, and
travel around the world. But Mike actually did it, so it's his
byline that appears on our cover story. To make the trip happen, Mike left Sunset Magazine, where he had been a writereditor for four years. Since his return, he's been working as a
free-lance writer in Los Angeles, coping with being back home,
and trying to decide what's next. Things have just recently
come into focus, he says. Mike now plans to pursue a master's
degree in international journalism next fall. That combines two
of his favorite things: packing bags and writing stories. (Page 10.)

□
Tim Firnstahl '65 sent us a copy of "Letting Go" last
December, noting that as a 1965 graduate "no small amount of
what the article says was learned at Santa Clara." He wrote
Letting Go at the urging of an editor at Harvard Business
Review, where it was published in Fall 1986. It is the first piece
he has written for publication.(Page 24.)
□
A few months, ago the University asked some of its key people
for the names of alumni they considered successful. Only one
person from that exercise received multiple votes: Peter Conk
'71 (Peter Miron-Conk since his marriage in 1978). When we
decided to profile Peter in this issue, there was only one person
to tell that story: Tenny Wright, S.J., who was Peter's mentor,
teacher, and friend. After reading "Advocate for the Underdog,"
I think you will agree. (Page 19.)
□
Mitch Finley '73, who wrote about life without television, will
appear again soon in Santa Clara Magazine. Mitch teaches
religious studies at Gonzaga University. On subjects dealing
with the Christian family and the church, he writes often and
well-probably using the time he saves by not watching the
tube, like the rest of us. (Page 16.)
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Near Ubud, Bali. This woman carried rocks uphill where
they were used to build a house foundation. Work stopped
when the masons, all men, doubled up with laughter at
Mike's attempt to do "women's work." -Brozda photo.
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. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
served to bring us closer together and to
make our resolve and commitment stronger ·
than before.
One of the mottoes of JVC is "Choose the
Challenge." Last May, I maybe had two
clear alternatives to JVC. But because of my
JVC experience, I have found there are
many more options than I could have
thought possible at that time.
Mike Hess '86
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Tradition Shattered
I greatly enjoyed the article, "Tradition
Shattered," (Winter 1987) regarding the first
women on campus.
How about a follow-up feature interviewing some of the porcine protesters who
made those women's days on campus so uncomfortable? How far have they come?
Colleen Estrade
Morgan Hill, California

Happy Memories
Reading the excellent second issue of Santa
Clara Magazine was a delight, particularly since I, too, was one of those early coeds
who dodged catapulted peas in the cafeteria
and put up with ongoing jokes by male
colleagues-and even some professors. It
was a pleasure to see how far some of our
coeds have come over the years.
But the article I found most engrossing
was Paul Aquino's responses to your
queries. Of course! I said to myself. Little
Paul Aquino. He was active in the International Club. He hung around with my
roommate, Margie Richards, a Filipina,
and I therefore had a chance to get to know
the SCU Filipino community very well. We
danced, ate adobo and rice, and shared experiences from our different backgrounds.
The article brought back many happy
memories. It also brought thoughts of all
Paul has experienced over the years, as
2
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Benigno Aquino's brother, and as a strong
member of a such a central family in the
history of the Philippine Islands. Thank you
for making the connection with Paul and
printing his comments.
Antonia Lnstreto Allegra '67
San Diego, California

Chose the Challenge
I read the stories of the seven 1986
graduates who are devoting themselves to
a year of volunteer service and alternative
lifestyle in Jesuit Volunteer Corps (JVC) in
the winter issue. As an '86 grad who also
joined the JVC, I can identify with their
experiences.
I joined the JVC after a senior year of examining my career options and weighing
my own goals in conjunction with an increasing sense of social justice. The JVC
appealed to me because of its commitment
to not only social justice and awareness but
also an ecumenical spirituality. In early
May, I phoned the JVC, Midwest region,
and by August, I was in Milwaukee,
teaching specialty classes at an all-black,
Catholic, inner-city grammar school.
Working and living in this environment
has allowed me to recognize the hardships
and injustice that affect those who live here.
I also have had the opportunity to see the
reactions of children to their environment
and the hope they seem to find in the midst
of an economically and socially depressed
area. It has been my experience that when
my resolve wavered, or when I began to get
too caught up in the plight of the people,
the children and their joy at just being alive
pulled me through.
I also have had the privilege ofliving with
four wonderful and brave people who chose
Milwaukee with me. We have lived through
hardships. Our house has been broken into
six times. I and two housemates were attacked on the street last Halloween,
resulting in head wounds for them and
anger and fear for all of us. Yet this only

Reunion in Gibraltar
Reading the story of the reunion of Mary
Creehan Richardson '68 and Martha Suto
McClelland '70 in Northern Island (Winter
1987) reminded me of an experience I had
a couple of years ago.
While my ship was anchored in Gibraltar,
I decided to stroll around the town . I was
walking up a quiet street away from the
downtown area when two guys walked by
me, going the opposite direction. After
passing me, one of them turned around and
said, "Tom?" I turned around, but I didn't
recognize the bearded face at first. Then he
said a few words in a strong British accent
and I recognized Mike McKay '83.
We'd known each other since our
freshmen year on third-floor McLaughlin,
but never really kept in touch. A couple of
hours later, we met downtown and I found
out that he had been teaching English in
Spain for a year and a half, and that the only
English-speaking people he saw were either
from Great Britain or New Zealand, which
explained his accent.
Lt. (j. g.) Tom Chase '83
Virginia Beach, Virginia
Belated Thanks
I just read the interesting article about Tom
Bannan '23 in the Santa Clara Magazine
(Fall 1986). I wonder if we thanked him for
the summer employment he provided for us
in 1942 at the Western Gear Works in
Seattle, Washington?
"We" refers to my college roommate,
Paul Laxalt (ex-Senator from Nevada), and
me. That job enabled Paul to continue his
education at Santa Clara and it provided me
with spending money.
World War II took us away from Santa
Clara in 1943. I returned to lliinois after my
Navy duty and became captain the University of Illinois basketball team in 1944. I
played pro ball for six years, then went into
coaching and teaching for 35 years in
Belvidere, Illinois.
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Now I'm retired. My wife, Betty, and I
spend three months in Palm Springs, and
the rest of the year in Illinois.
Stan Patrick '44
Belvidere, Illinois
1

Father Kropp
I was moved by Ben Brooke's poem about
Father Kropp (Winter 1987). I took Latin
and Greek from him, and find, after all
these years, that my most enduring
memories of Santa Clara are of him, but I
find it impossible to express, even to
myself, why he left such a deep impression
and inspired such utter respect.
I recall meeting for Greek classes in a
basement room situated under a motorcycle
rack on a sidewalk. After half a quarter of
hearing a biker rev up his engine and depart
as we began class, Father Kropp remarked:
"I'll say one thing for that motorcyclisthe's regular in his habits."
I remember his pleasure in Snoopy cartoons, his integrity as a teacher, his enjoyment of his trip to Greece.
I wish someone could tell me just what
made him so great.
Anne Peticolas '72
Austin, Texas
I didn't know Father Kropp-nor do I know
Ben Brooke. But I read his tribute-and
wept. [Phaedo II- For Walter Kropp, S.J.. ]
Mary Lou Donovan Campi
Oakland, California

No Ovation
I recently read an article, "A Standing
Ovation," in the Fall 1986 issue of Santa
Clara Magazine, which purports to be a
synopsis of Father Rewak's address to the
faculty at the annual fall convocation.
The article stated that "Curran was
ordered to stop teaching Catholic theology
after publicly espousing views contrary to
current church doctrine."
Father Curran was not ordered to stop
teaching Catholic theology, but just the opposite; he was ordered to stop teaching his
own personal theology. Nor is it correct to
describe his teaching as contrary to current
church doctrine; his teaching is contrary to
eternal church doctrine.
The remaining portions of the article are
not only deceptive, but are in direct confrontation with the new Code of Canon
Law. They are deceptive because, while
championing the role of responsible dissent, they suggest that somewhere at Santa
Clara, Catholic theology is taught in accor-
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dance with magisterium.
To my knowledge, the entire theology
department at Santa Clara teaches a
theology essentially the same as that of
Father Curran. To argue, as Father Rewak
does, that such teaching is somehow protected by "intellectual inquiry" or "the
church's commitment to truth" is simply
educational argot. This form of casuistry
would surely bring a smile to Pascal's cold
lips.
For many years, the theology department
at Santa Clara has emphasized dissent,
rather than assent, to the doctrines of the
magisterium, especially in regard to sexual
morality. However, Santa Clara continues
to proclaim itself Catholic for the obvious
reason that it is a significant aid in its fundraising activities.
Although the tenor of this letter may
seem blunt and confrontational, these problems have persisted at Santa Clara for
years, even before Father Rewak's presidency, and despite letters of complaint and
even personal meetings, no change is
perceptible.
William H. Mcinerney '47
Oakland, California

also recall the pre-game bonfires, and the
Passion Play that was enacted each year. A
beautiful thing to see.
Time moved on and I entered O'Connor
Hospital School of Nursing, which later
became affiliated with Santa Clara. After
my graduation, I entered the Army Nurse
Corps and thereby, while on Guam, met my
beloved Texan and we were married in
1946. We were blessed with two lovely
children, Kerry and Jon, both graduates of
Santa Clara. Kerry '70, majored in
psychology, and Jon '78, in electrical
engineering and computer science. We also
are proud to have a son-in-law, Phil
Amormino '69, and a daughter-in-law, Gina
Stanziano Matthews '79, both Santa Clara
alumni.
One more bit of nostalgia: It was at Santa
Clara that I studied as a novice to enter the
Third Order of St. Francis, and was professed to the Mission in 1961.
Santa Clara will always have a special
meaning to our entire family. I look forward
to seeing some of my grandchildren at Santa
Clara at some future date.
Val Matthews
Sonoma, California

Family Connections
The Fall 1986 Santa Clara Magazine was
a super issue and the new format is excellent. I enjoyed it from cover to cover, and
was indeed nudged by a bit of nostalgia. My
association with Santa Clara goes back to
the 1930s when my oldest brother, Alfred
Valente (now deceased), graduated from the
School of Law.
It was a great sacrifice for my parents to
pay for his education, as we were a family
of 13 children living in San Jose, and dad
was the gardener at O'Connor Hospital. My
parents [Anna and Ernest Valente] had
hopes that upon the graduation of their
eldest son, he would help other members
through Santa Clara, but he married upon
graduation, and moved to Wisconsin, the
home of his beloved.
I do recall the name, William Gianera,
S.J., from that time. [President of Santa
Clara, 1945-1951.] Also, many of the dear
priests were frequent visitors at our home
and we all enjoyed them. And they enjoyed
mom's homemade spaghetti and bread and
dad's homemade wine.
Later I was a student at Santa Clara High
School and walked by the college to my bus
stop. Many warm afternoons, the handsome
young men would be peering out their
opened windows, and we waved "hello." I

First Amendment Fund-Raising
I read with interest the article on political
campaign funding in the current issue of
Santa Clara Magazine. ["Campaign Financing: A Toxic Waste," Winter 1987.] The
examples of horribles is persuasive, but I
am not certain Professor Timothy Lukes's
solution is tenable.
Supreme Court cases have held that any
individual or business entity has a First
Amendment right to speak out, campaign
for, and contribute to any candidate or
cause as they see fit. Thus I would anticipate that if candidates were forbidden to
seek funding, their friends in AT&T, Realty
Associations, Auto Workers Union, et al.,
would perform the task for them .
Having said that, I personally did
precisely what Professor Lukes suggested
in my recent judicial campaign. [Stanley
Mosk is an associate justice of the California Supreme Court.]
Stanley Mask
San Francisco, California
WRITE NOW
Please limit letters to 250 words. Shorter letters
compete better for space. Letters may be edited for
length or clarity. Send your suggestions, comments,
criticisms, or ideas to Editor, Santa Clara
Magazine, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara,
California, 95053.
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Freshman applications top last year's high
Financial aids offers plans for middle-income families caught in squeeze
One question that nags the SCU administration: Is Santa Clara pricing itself out of the
reach of middle-income families?
Meeting in January, the Board of Trustees
deliberated at length before approving an
overall 9.6 percent increase for tuition and
room and board for 1987-88. That action
puts tuition next year at $8,133, and room
and board at $4,104. Even so, it will pay
only about 75 percent of the actual cost of
educating a student at Santa Clara for one
year.
To help offset the impact of the new tui-

tion, the trustees voted to increase SCU's
financial aid for eligible students by 9.8 percent, and designated an additional $250,000
for aid contingencies, which , if applied ,
would increase the University's aid next
year by 17.8 percent.
In developing the University's $71.7
million budget, the trustees acknowledged
the need for a tuition increase to meet those
costs that continue to surge ahead of inflation . Insurance, for instance, which cost
the University $200,000 in 1985, this year
exceeds $1,000,000.

SANTA CLARA TODAY
as this is more common for Santa Clara
today.
During the past two decades, the University has made quiet, but steady, advances
in the quality of education it offers, Saracino
says. The installation of a University-wide
core curriculum five years ago and a timeconsuming particularity in faculty hiring
are two factors he cited . "Just browse
through the back of the catalog and look at
the breadth and strength of the faculty. It's
tremendously impressive."
SCU works at keeping its costs down ,
Saracino says. As an example, he noted that
tuition and fees in fiscal year 1985-86
covered only 74.l percent of the cost of
educating a student, while 20 years ago,
tuition covered 78.1 percent. That demonstrates what President William J.Rewak,
S.J., calls the administration's challenge "to
provide the highest quality education for the
lowest possible cost."

Who Pays for a Santa Clara Education?
All students at Santa Clara receive a significant subsidy
toward the cost of their education as the pie chart
indicates.

..

.-1 ■• - - -- B.6% Gifts and Grants
--.6.7% Endowment Income

r
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The comparison also reveals a truth about
higher education, Saracino says, that many
graduates never fully grasp: tuition pays
only part of the cost of an education. Then
as today, the balance is made up by the
University, primarily from three sources:
gifts, grants, and endowment.

Stanford University
Notre Dame University
UC -Berkeley
UC -Davis
UCLA
Santa Clara

1987-88

Size

Tuition

(undergraduates)

$11,880.
$ 9,485.*
$ 1,476.**
$1,425.**
$ 1,406.**
$8,133.

6,500
7,500
22,300
14,500
22,800
3,500

*Estimated
** State resident
Fiscal Year /985-86

Families today can draw from dozens of programs to help finance four years of college.

But even with the 1987-88 increase, Santa
Clara's tuition will remain below the private
schools it competes head-to-head with for
students, Saracino says (see chart). This
year SCU's tuition ranks 23rd among competitive private colleges and universities in
California, a ranking that is not expected
to change much with the new tuition.
Santa Clara is the only one of California's
60 private schools to be listed in The Best
Buys in College &lucation. Written by New
York Times education editor Edward Fiske,
the book profiles colleges representing the
best balance between high-quality and
reasonable costs. National recognition such

8.0% Government Grants

- 2.6% Other

Selecting '87 Freshmen

As the careful task of evaluating prospective freshmen for the class of '91 wound
down to its April 1 deadline, admissions
Dean Dan Saracino was reporting more
than 3,200 applications for 875 freshman
slots next fall. Once again, the quality of
the class, measured by S.A.T. scores and
grade point averages, exceeded last year's
record-setting class.
"We have more qualified students who
want to come here than we can accommodate," sighed Saracino over his abundance
of riches.
Sorting out those he and his staff must
deny admission is a painful and painstaking process that none of them enjoy, he says.
"It's especially difficult with borderline
students, when we think they could handle
the academic challenge but their S.A.T.
scores or grade point average put them too
far below the rest of their peers."
Rejecting someone is doubly hard for the
staff if the student is the son or daughter
of an alumnus . "We do give preferential
treatment to alumni children. We realize
what it means for them to come to Santa
Clara," he says. "But obviously that's not
always possible.
"We try to encourage students with weak
academic records to go to another college,
bring their grades up, and transfer in later."
Another concern Saracino and his staff
face is the escalating cost of higher education. "We are in a precarious position. We
certainly don't want to price ourselves out
of the reach of middle-income families,"
Saracino said.

-

SCU's Top Five Competitors

l

Financing '87 Freshmen

The impact of higher tuition on higher
education today is "definitely putting a
squeeze on middle-income families," says
SCU financial aids officer Richard Toomey.
SPRING 1987
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His office is processing more than 1,850
applications for aid for next fall's freshmen
class alone, a small increase over last year's
total.
But ebbing funds from federal and state
programs make putting those financial
packages together a real challenge today,
Toomey says.
Although SCU is doing a better job filling requests than ever before-freshman
last fall listed "financial aid" among the top
five reasons they came to Santa ClaraToomey says he and his staff also appropriate a large chunk of their time to help
families find non-scholarship aid from
established programs as well as from
dozens of new and developing sources.
These include Guaranteed Student Loans
(currently listed at 8 percent), a variety of
installment and extended payment plans,
and loans offered by banks and other financial institutions.
A favorite with 842 SCU families currently is the 12-month Budget Tuition Plan,
which divides the annual cost into monthly
payments.
Some families today, Toomey says, find
refinancing or taking a second mortgage on
their home an attractive alternative because
mortgage rates are low at present. Best of
all , when the money is used for college
costs, it is still fully deductible under the
new tax laws.
SCU offers a Guaranteed Tuition Plan in
which 100 families currently participate.
Basically, the family pays four years' tuition
upfront but at the rate charged in the freshman or entering year. This plan protects the
family from future tuition increases. For example, tuition went up 9 percent in fall,
1986 and is scheduled to go up 12 percent
in fall, 1987.
It's not a plan that appeals to everyone,
Toomey acknowledges, but for those who
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are able to do it, the advantages are clear.
For example, 1987 graduating seniors
who opted for the program at the start of
their freshman year paid four years tuition
at the 1983-84 rate of $5,607, or a total of
$22,428. Shielded from tuition increases for
three years, they each saved $3,216 compared to what a student paid in the traditional way ($25,644), or a return of 14
percent on their investment.
Similarly, a junior in the program now
will net $3,726 in savings, or a 15 percent

makes you eligible for a $20,000 fixed line
of credit. If you use $5,000 a year, your total
interest during the estimated seven-year
repayment period would be about $3,900.
During the same period, your savings account would earn about $3,400, which
makes the net cost for your loan approximately $500."
Toomey's staff can put families in touch
with banks that provide this kind of
program.
Thus far this year SCU has made avail-

Biggest applicant pools in SCU's history make picking the freshmen class a painstaking process.

return , by graduation in June 1988.
Toomey says there are several banks now
offering a novel plan that can reduce the net
cost of a four-year loan significantly-if the
family can manage the initial deposit. It
works this way: The client opens a federally
insured savings account, the bank extends
a line of credit up to 2.5 times the deposit
for a four-year course of study. When the
line of credit is repaid, the savings, with interest, are returned to the client.
Toomey offers this illustration: "If you
require $5,000 a year for educational costs,
you deposit $8,000 in the account, which

able , from all sources , more than $17
million in grants and loans (through the first
two terms of the academic year) . In
1985-86, the University distributed scholarships and loans totalling $16.7 million,
which were awarded to 2,907 students.
Those receiving aid included 58 percent of
the undergraduates, 66 percent of full-time
law students, and 23 percent of graduate
students.
If alumni have questions about financial
aid or need help sorting out the various programs available, Toomey says he and his
staff are ready to help.
■
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Timely Topic

The Catholic Church and World Politics
balances its traditional support for Western
values and institutions with its role as
outspoken mediator in East-West conflicts.
Each chapter opens with a trip of John
Paul to underscore political issues in
geographic context. The book also
describes how national Catholic hierarchies
have become significant political actors,
using tools such as the American bishops'
widely publicized pastoral letter on peace.
Hanson, 45, a member of Stanford's
Center for International Security and Arms
Control, focuses on the pope's adroit use
of Western secular media to expand public
awareness of Catholic positions on events
in Poland, issues on abortion, human
rights, and arms control.
"John Paul's expertise in using the media
makes Ronald Reagan look like Calvin
Coolidge," says Hanson, a veteran Vatican-

Upbeat on Real Estate
A "renaissance conservatism" is bringing a more realistic attitude.
Despite headlines depicting a "soft"
market, vacant office buildings and layoffs,
a panel of experts predicted a bright future
for Silicon Valley real estate.
Real Estate Forum 'f{l brought together
prominent developers Kimball W. Small,
an SCU Fellow; John A Sobrato '60, an
SCU Regent; Steven G. Speno '75, MBA
'78; Birk McCandless MBA '74; and Adele
R. Kellman, vice president and manager of
the real estate department of Plaza Bank of
Commerce. Each panelist predicted a turnaround for real estate in the next few years.
Moderator for the mid-January event was
Leonard A. Semas '68 (MBA '75) , a selfemployed real estate appraiser and member
of the MBA Alumni Association Board of
Directors. William E.B. Siart, '68, chairman, president, and chief executive officer
of First Interstate Bank of California and an
SCU Regent, was the guest speaker.
The speakers acknowledged that times
have been tough and that the valley has a
staggering 50 million square feet in unoccupied office space, but they also believe
the area's intrinsic benefits will shine
through and bring a turnaround within three
to four years.

6
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Nationally, Siart said, real estate "is not
a lot better than it's been, but it's clearly not
bad ." Lower energy prices, a lower dollar
that will help the trade deficit, and a
stimulated economy all paint a bright picture for the valley's future, he said.
Sobrato, founder of Sobrato Development Companies of Cupertino, agreed.
"There's a certain synergism here for
startups," he said. "The quality of life here

"~ see tenants as
being much more
cost-conscious."
- Birk McCandless
in the Silicon Valley is unbeatable."
Because of that "in the long run we're going
to be all right," he said.
Passage of Proposition A (highway tax)
and a coming increase in residential
development should ease the two most
common complaints- ''traffic and 'can't
find a home,"' he said.
Speno, a regional partner and senior vice

If Santa Clara University had been trying,
the editorial in the San Jose Mercury News
said, it "could not have chosen a more timely subject, or more relevant to the current
turmoil in Washington."
The reference was to SCU's Institute on
the Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution,
which featured talks, lectures, panel discussions, films, art exhibitions, and other
related events during eight weeks of the
1987 winter term.
Of special interest were six authorities on
public policy, government, and the law who
participated in a lecture series. Leading off
the series was noted historian and Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Arthur Schlesinger,
Jr.
In his address January 22, Schlesinger
said the Reagan administration's run-in with
Congress over the "Iran-Nicaragua flimflam" is a good example of how the Constitution still works 200 years after it was
drafted.
Addressing the argument that separation
of power weakens the presidency, he said
any president who is persuasive and whose
policies are accepted by the general population can work well within the system. If the
president's policies are not accepted, then
perhaps he should not be successful.
"We have had separation of power from
the beginning of the Republic. It did not
disadvantage Jefferson, Lincoln, or the two
Roosevelts," he said . In the long run ,
Schlesigner said the American presidency
is indestructible.
Theologian, author, and diplomat
Michael Novak, in a talk January 30, said
the Constitution's guarantee of a person's
exclusive rights to writings and discoveries

is the reason the United States grew so
wealthy as a country, and it is the reason
wealth is more evenly distributed.
"Human wit, discovery, inventionthose are the causes of wealth," he said .
When the Constitution guaranteed that
people could profit from their own inventiveness, there was a "tremendous
explosion in human history," Novak said.
James Q. Wilson, author and Harvard
University professor, speaking February 10,
said he thinks the Constitution's separation
of powers prevents the president from forming an effective foreign policy and forces

is indestructible!'

50 Years of Class

play in the Sugar Bowl," says Bill Adams,
Jr. , one of the hard-working members of the
reunion committee. The same team earlier
that year defeated archrival St. Mary's,
19-0, for the first time in 13 years. "Our
class also had the highest percentage of
students who 'went over the hill' and
became Jesuits," he said. They are Norm
Martin, S.J., and the Geary twins, Joseph
and John Geary, S.J. The three will concelebrate the Mass in the Mission for the
Gianera Society on May 16.

At the Friday night dinner, Father Martin
said the class will present a special Golden
Anniversary Class Gift to the University:
$150,000 endowment to provide annual
scholarship grants to ten undergraduates. A
bronze plaque bearing 113 names of the entire class will be hung on the campus in
recognition of their gift.
Besides Adams and Martin, other
members of the '37 committee include John
Chartz, Phil Sanfilippo, Charlie Bannan,
and Nick Radunich.
■

Institute on Bicentennial of U.S. Constitution wins applause

New book explores Vatican role as political actor in the secular arena
He has no standing army, no naval fleet , no
nuclear arsenal, yet he commands an international organization with such profound
impact on worldwide politics that he is
frequently courted by the superpowers.
He's Pope John Paul II, master communicator and a central focus of a newly
published book, The Catholic Church in
Ubrld Politics, (Princeton University Press,
1987) , by Eric 0. Hanson, political science
professor and an expert on Catholic
politics, Asia, and arms control.
Hanson's book was picked as the May
selection of the Catholic Book Club. An excerpt from the book will be featured in the
summer issue of Santa Clara Magazine .
In the most comprehensive study yet of
the Vatican's highly visible role as political
actor in the secular arena, Dr. Hanson
explores how the Roman Catholic Church

him to spend too much time convincing
Congress to pass legislation supporting his
policies.
Congressman Peter Rodino, Jr. , (D-N.J.)
said he thought the Reagan administration
overstepped the bounds of presidential
authority in the arms deal with Iran, under
the Constitution's "separation of powers."
In his talk February 19, the chairman of the
House Committee on the Judiciary said,
"When laws are broken or conveniently
ignored, when the people and their elected
representatives are bypassed in the information process, when covert actions replace
regular foreign policy-making channels,
then the responsible parties must be held
accountable to the sovereign people under
the laws of the land."
U.S. Civil Rights Commissioner Mary
Frances Berry, speaking February 26, said,
"Affirmative action is not going to be
declared illegal because it is a conservative
remedy to the problem of racial and gender
subordination in our society."
Berry, who recently regained her seat on
the U.S . Civil Rights Commission after
being fired by President Reagan , said that
no matter how the president opposes it,
affirmative action will continue to be the
way the United States deals with past
discrimination.
Institute chair, Paul Goda, S.J., professor
of law, defined the institute as "an educational endeavor," adding: "Our intention is
not just to look backward in commemoration but to help others to look forward. Our
challenge is to see how a political system
was founded and still continues, to analyze
how our government works, to realize the
moral implications of the national community we have formed."
Summing up its eight-week run, Goda
said, ''All speakers left a sense of optimism
for a democratic government and, by all
accounts, the institute was a success." ■

Professor Eric Hanson: Veteran Vatican-watcher

watcher whose book integrates earlier
studies on Catholicism in its national contexts with his own research on the church
internationally.
■

president of the San Jose division of The
Koll Company, said the present slump is
part of the normal ups and downs in any
business.
"This is not the first nor the last business
cycle we'll go through," he said . The
market is in a period of retrenchment, he
said, noting previously rapidly expanding
markets that now are growing more
moderately, increased competition, a noninflationary environment and a shorter
product life cycle. He also expressed confidence the valley would come through in
the end.
Several speakers talked about the new
attitude developing in real estate.
Changing structures and increasing
specialization within corporations have influenced that category of tenants, said
McCandless, president of McCandless
Development Corporation, and a managing
partner of three McCandless entities .
Where corporations in the past showed aggressive growth expectations and unrealistic
financial expectations, today a "renaissance
conservatism" has brought a more realistic
attitude, he said.
"We see tenants as being much more
cost-conscious. We see less quantity of
space consumed," he said. That concentration "is going to make it rough for the
market." But, "in the long run, it is good."

-Barbara Wyman

Alumni endow scholarship grants

On May 15, the Class of 1937 returns to the
campus for their 50 year reunion. It will be
a gala celebration for the class that claims
a list of memorable " firsts."
"Our class had the first football team to

■
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Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.: "The American presidency
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Computer Composing

China Shake-up

Creating sounds no acoustical instrument can produce.
Lynn Shurtleff has more than 3,000 instruments in his office in the Music
Building.
But it's not crowded because the honkytonk piano, the Spanish guitar, the harpsichord, the timpani, the concert grand , the
saxophone, the hand bells, and all their
musical relatives are stored on two 3.5-inch
computer disks.
Using funds from an internal grant he
received last spring - plus contributing
some of his own equipment and raiding
friends for other parts - Shurtleff has put
together an electronic unit that expands the
boundaries imposed by traditional instruments and removes many of the timeconsuming chores of musical composition.
The unit consists of a Macintosh computer terminal, three synthesizers, a mixer, a speaker, a sophisticated keyboard and
a printer.
Shurtleff, an associate professor of music
who chairs that department, spent his fallquarter sabbatical becoming better acquainted with the three software programs
that transform the computer into a 16-track
recorder capable of producing 3,500
musical sounds. In certain circumstances,
it can even produce printed music from a
composition played on the keyboard .
"It still seems incredible to me," said
Shurtleff. "I can enter a score, then on
command the computer will print out the
individual part, check the range of the part
to make sure it can be played by that instru-

Alumni Survey
A 27% "strong and valid" response
Some 8,400 alumni filled out the survey,
"Santa Clara Needs to Know," which the
University sent out last fall . The results are
being tabulated and will be reported in the
Summer issue of Santa Clara Magazine.
Because of the high response rate (slightly more than 27 percent), and the excellent
distribution across gender, degree, and year
of graduation, the study was a success. "It
is an exceptionally strong and valid survey,"
says Adele Bihn '67, who coordinated the
survey for SCU through her company, Data
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ment, and transpose the part to that instrument's key from concert pitch. It even
checks to make sure page turns fall at the
right place."
Shurtleff offers two reasons for his interest in computerized composition.
"People usually look at a synthesizer as
a machine that tries to duplicate acoustical
instruments. But for me, the real interest is
to create sounds no acoustical instrument
can produce."
For example, Shurtleff said the synthesizer can produce a piano sound that
grows louder after the note is played. Real
pianos can't do that. Another unique
capability is a sound that starts out as a bell
and fades to a human sound.
"In music of the 20th century, there is a
tremendous interest in the quality of
sound," he said, adding that in previous
eras composers were more interested in
pitches and rhythms.
The second attraction of the electronic
system is the convenience, he said.
"Copying every note of a score takes hundreds of hours. The computer can do it in
half the time it would take to do by hand,"
Shurtleff said.
He is currently working on several compositions, one that is designed to be performed on synthesizer and another that is
an abridged version of an orchestral piece
with synthesizer augmenting traditional
instruments.
Two of Shurtleffs best known composi-

Marketing, Inc., in Santa Clara.
In a preliminary report to SCU regents
and trustees in March , Bihn said, "We see
ourselves as a national university and in

Professor Shu-Park Chan links leadership change to economic woes

Lynn Shurtleff:"lt still seems incredible to me."

tions are For the First Manned Space Orbit (1969) which premiered on network
television, and The Charlie Brown Suite
(1969), for jazz trio and chamber orchestra,
which he wrote for Vince Guaraldi , composer of music for the "Peanuts" TV
specials. Some other commissioned works
by him include O Be Joyful (1972), for the
opening of the San Jose Center for the Performing Arts, Echoes from Hungry Mountain (l(J'77), for Santa Clara Chorale, Spectrum (l(J'78), for the 25th anniversary of the
San Jose Youth Symphony, and J-bu Have
Done It Unto Me (1985) for the Institute on
■
Poverty at SCU. -Sabrina Brown

many ways we are justified in doing so. But
at the same time, we are an institution with
its feet very firmly planted in Northern
California."
Bihn said that 62 percent of Santa Clara
graduates live in the San Francisco Bay
Area, 42 percent in Santa Clara County
alone.
The survey also shows that although
Santa Clara is the oldest California college,
it has an extraordinarily young body of
alumni . Less than 5,000 degrees were
awarded graduates between 1900 and 1959;
30,000 or 'if! percent of the alumni have
graduated since 1960.
"We are the newest old university
■
around ," Bihn commented.
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By Mary Madison
Economic woes are the major reason for the
recent shake-up in the Chinese government,
according to a professor at Santa Clara
University who has worked with key Communist officials for four years.
Shu-Park Chan, professor of electrical
engineering and computer science, said that
the Chinese have switched leaders "mainly because the open-door policy has not
been as successful as they would have
liked."
Hu Yaobang, second in command to
Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping, resigned
January 15 as head of the world's largest
Communist Party. His successor is Premier
Zhao Zlyang.
It was the first top leadership change in
China since 1981, when Deng and his
supporters induced Hua Guofeng, Mao
Zedong's handpicked successor, to step
down as head of the Communist Party.
Chan said the most recent change in
leaders was caused by China trying to move
too fast into Western-style business deals
that are foreign to most Chinese.
Chan, 56, said Chinese businessmen are
not generally adept as wheeler-dealers and
are not experienced in methods used by

sharp operators in Hong Kong, Japan, and
the United States.
"They don't know the outside world
economically yet ," he said.
Chan was in China from 1982 to 1986,
trying to organize China's first Americanstyle university. The project was approved
by Deng, who personally invited Chan to

"Chinas open-door policy
has not been as successful
as they would have liked."
- Professor Chan
establish the school. Chinese officials
promised the government would provide
$20 million for the project.
The university was to have been a model
for engineering education in China, drawing expertise from Silicon Valley firms .
"But the government could not come up
with the $20 million it had promised to
deliver," Chan said.
The minister of education finally told
Chan that there was no money for the
university.
The project had received an enthusiastic

Of Cabbages and Beans
Virtually no one reads the nutrition signs consumers say they want
Consumers say they want more dietary information on foods they buy, but virtually
no one reads the nutrition signs that many
supermarkets put up over their produce to
aid consumers, a nationwide study shows.
Two SCU market researchers analyzed
the sign's effect on customer attitudes and
buying behavior in a massive 12-week study
at 372 supermarkets in Washington, D.C.,
Dallas, and San Francisco.
They examined sales data, made 27,000
commodity-movement observations, and
did hundreds of interviews for the study
supported in part by the Produce Marketing
Association and Safeway Stores.
In their study of nutritional-ingredient
placards placed over broccoli, cabbage,
carrots, kiwi fruit, cauliflower, and
tomatoes, the SCU researchers found that
SPRING 1987

a "surprisingly low percentage" of shoppers interviewed even noticed the signs:
fewer than 6 percent saw them. Even
fewer-4 percent-read them.
"These results tie in with an 'avoidance'
theory of shopping," says marketing department chairman, Dr. Shelby McIntyre, who
conducted the study with Dr. Dale Achabal,
director of SCU's Retail Management Institute. "We assumed people were going
through the produce section to get more
nutrition-minerals and vitamins-into
their diets.
" But they don't seek more nutritious
items as much as they try to avoid bad
things-salt, fat , cholesterol, calories, and
caffeine.
"If shoppers do have concerns about
balancing diets, they take vitamins," said

response from other university teachers and
faculty and did not fail for political reasons,
·
he stressed.
Lack of money in the economy was the
major reason for cancelling plans for the
school, he said.
From 1984 to 1986, Chan devoted full
time to the proposed new university, lecturing at 30 Chinese universities and visiting
about 50 factories.
Among all the factories he saw, only four
or five "were in the black," he said. ''All
the others were either completely stopped
or they could not get a project going."
The January government shake-up
resulted from conservative forces in China
"seizing an opportunity to attack the opendoor policy," Chan said:
"They felt that politically they could not
go farther. They don't know how to handle
problems that come with capitalism," Chan
said.
The Chinese are not experienced in coping with local corruption or making
business deals, so many of their contracts
"are not good ones," he said.
Hu probably was forced to resign because
he was the official charged with responsibility for the theories of communism.
Chan said Hu's views were apparently
too liberal for other government leaders . ■
Reprinted by permission from the Peninsula Times Tribune.

McIntyre. "We found that two-thirds of the
respondents reported taking food supplements, mostly for vitamins and fiber.
"Where there's concern about getting
enough of a nutrient, people seem to attack
the problem directly rather than trying to
get more of it through food. Consumers
then are left trying to avoid hazards such as
cholesterol, calories, fat, and sodium."
Achabal said that among those few consumers who did notice and read them, the
nutrition signs had a "very positive effect"
on the image of the supermarket and its produce department.
Ironically, however, consumers said
nutrition is less important to them than
freshness and taste in buying fresh produce,
the researchers reported.
They also found that shifts in shopping
patterns-such as the one away from red
meat-are very gradual. In the long term,
they concluded, produce nutrition signs
might spur increased consumption of fruits
■
and vegetables. -John McLain
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He crewed on yachts in the South Pacific,
hitchhiked through New Zealand and
Australia, rode "magic buses" through
Indonesia, taught school in Thailand,
visited Burma in a black marketer's truck,
hiked hundreds of miles in Nepal,
saw India by steam train, and lived on
a beach and wrote stories.

Story and Photographs BY MIKE BROZDA

T

here are two Great American Dreams. The Horatio Alger story is one. Horatio
made a name for himself and a pile of money through shrewdness and hard work.
I am the second type of dreamer. For eighteen months, I interrupted the
struggle to achieve Great American Dream number one and set off to travel around the
world . My goals were simple: to travel by the most adventurous means possible, to travel
lightly, and to photograph and write about my experiences.
There are plenty of dreamers like me; I meet them every day. " I'd love to do what you
did , but I don't have the time or the money," they tell me. Traveling need not be expensive, but it does take time and a willingness to embrace foreign cultures and appreciate
their distinctive features.
In my travels, I met dozens of ordinary people doing extraordinary things. There were
families from Alaska, Colorado, and Connecticut who had sailed halfway around the world;
others had crisscrossed Africa in Land Rovers. I encountered bicyclists scaling mountains
in Nepal and threading through narrow jungle roads in Malaysia. In Australia I met a man
who was about to walk 2,500 miles across the Great Simpson Desert to Adelaide. No big
deal; he had already hiked more than 10,000 miles to reach Darwin.
Here then , is how and why I stepped off the treadmill and onto the "road less traveled."
In October 1983, I moved into an inexpensive apartment to save as much money as possible. In July 1984, I flew to Papeete, Tahiti, to begin the trip. I knew that sailing yachts
left the west coast of North and Central America in March or April and arrived in Tahiti
in June. Experienced sailors told me that if I were there, I had a good chance of signing
aboard as a crew member on one of these small boats. I didn't care where I went, as long
as I sailed there.
At that time, my principal qualification to be a sailor was a complete lack of experience
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or knowledge. I knew nothing about
rigging, diesel engines, navigation, or
electronics. I had some vague notions of
cooking that had to do mostly with opening cans of chili and the right way to tumble
Shake 'n Bake chicken.
With this impressive resume and a borrowed dinghy, I began to row around the
harbor on the island of Moorea, where
about 30 yachts rested at anchor, and to
inquire if anyone needed an able-bodied
crewman. At a yachtsmen's happy hour that
evening, I struck up a conversation with Dr.
Burwell Taylor, a bearded, sinewy 67-yearold physiologist. He was also a specialist
in Canadian Arctic survival and a selfdescribed Captain Bligh under sail.
The next day, my fourth since leaving Los
Angeles, we left Moorea for a day-long trial
cruise aboard Dr. Taylor's boat Vingilot, a

Sailing a small boat across
great oceans may be the last
truly romantic adventure
possible.
cutter-rigged, 32-foot-long West Sail,
which I later came to refer to as "Wet
Snail." That afternoon, between the islands
of Moorea and Tahiti, the wind turned
against us and we were unable to return to
harbor for three days. I spent 72 seasick
hours on deck, unable to go below, eat, or
drink even water. When we finally did
return to the anchorage, Dr. Taylor told me
that he would notify the authorities that my
name would be added to the crew list. In
fact, I was the crew.
Over the next six months, Burwell and
I sailed thousands of miles (I was never
seasick again), through dozens of islands in
French Polynesia, Tonga, Fiji, the Cook
Islands, and New Zealand. The South
Pacific must be the world's most perfect
sailing area . From remote Pitcairn Island
in the east, which is still home to descendants of Fletcher Christian's Bounty
mutineers, stretches a chain of thousands
of volcanic islands and atolls. The vast majority of these are reachable only by boat.
We spent days pushed along by gentle trade
winds under our multicolored drifter (a
small spinnaker sail). Our shortest passage,
from Bora Bora to the Cook Islands, took
four days. The longest, from Fiji to New
Zealand, took ten, an average of 100 miles
every 24 hours.
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Cambridge, New Zealand: On the farm of John
and Helen Hicks. Every few days they muster
sheep to a different pasture to keep them from
overgrazing

A young woman of Tahiti
Northern Thailand: Karen mountain village women

Vingilot drying sails at anchor in Cook Islands

In all our time at sea, we never sighted
another boat of any kind. We chose destinations by consulting with other yachtsmen,
islanders, and navigation charts. The sense

of freedom aboard a yacht is intoxicating;
we could go anywhere in the world where
there was six feet of water.
In this era of jet travel, sailing a small
boat across great oceans is possibly the
world's last achievable, truly romantic
adventure, and there are many ways to sail.
It's great to have your own boat, but they're
expensive to buy, time-consuming to build,
and have a bad reputation for driving marriages onto rocky shoals. If your sailing
skills are well honed, there are positions as
paid crew members aboard yachts, but
these are rare. To me, being a paid crewman
would be like being a doctor on call seven
days a week, 24 hours a day. As an unpaid
crewman, I did my share of cooking, varnishing, sail-mending, and barnaclescraping, plus I learned to navigate and
change sails. In return, I received room,
board, and transportation to some of the
world's most exotic islands, and I made a
lifelong friend.
I left Vingilot in New Zealand and hitch-
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hiked around both islands, thumbing rides
on other yachts, trucks, and even small
planes. I spent several days in a remote
Maori village on the Coromandel Peninsula, milked cattle on a dairy farm, and
drank with rough-and-tumble sheepshearers-all from thumbed rides.
Once you're known to the yachting fraternity, it's easy to pick up boats to almost
anywhere. In Auckland, I caught a ride to
Australia aboard Sea Lure. I spent a few
months doing odd jobs in Australia and
hitchhiked up the east coast and across the
outback to Darwin. There, I ran across an
incredible piece of good luck.
Once a year, the government of Indonesia
issues cruising permits for yachts to enter
its waters (which are normally closed) for
a race from Darwin to Ambon. Ambon is
in the Moluccas, the fabled heart of the old
Dutch East India Company's Spice Islands.
I missed getting on a boat for the race, but
took a gamble on a small plane to Ambon,
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where I was able to sign aboard Freedom

III, an Australian boat.
Leaving Ambon, our first stop was at the
tiny island of Tomea, where records showed
we were the second foreign vessel to visit
since World War II. Tomeans mobbed us
everywhere we went. As special guests on
Indonesian Independence Day, we were

Traveling is a creative act.
Traveling well is an art.
called on to hand out awards to villagers for
good grades in school and agricultural productivity, and to toast the country with a
shotglass of hot water (Moslems being
teetotalers).
On nearby Komodo Island we hung a
slaughtered goat in a tree and were able to
lure a dozen Komodo dragons out of the
bush. The dragons are eight to 15-foot-long

land-dwelling lizards that hunt deer and
water buffalo by running them down, ripping them apart, and swallowing them
whole.
After two months, I signed off Freedom
III in Bali and continued overland through
Java and Sumatra and then caught a
crowded packet boat to Singapore to do
some writing. Days found me in a cheap,
sweaty hotel room pounding out stories on
a borrowed typewriter. At night, I retired
to the Writers' Bar of the Raffles Hotel to
drink Singapore slings under brooding
black-and-white photos of Maugham and
Hemingway, two former patrons. I continued through Malaysia, stopping to do a
jungle trek in Taman Negara National Park,
where I stayed with blowgun-hunting Orang
Asli tribesmen. In the far north of Thailand
I met an American volunteer worker and
spent a week with him in a remote a village
of opium-growing, rifle-toting Karen
mountain tribespeople. A few friends and
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Five Favorite Places from Mike Brozda's 50,000 Mile Odyssey
or four hours. The road turns to dirt as you
cross the Daintree River on a cable ferry,
six cars at a time. A sign at the crossing
warns of the very real danger of saltwater
crocodiles-30-foot-long man-eaters in the
water or near the river bank. Travel to
Daintree, a single store run by the Moore
family. Paul Moore, a former rancher and
lumberman grew up with a now-extinct
tribe of pygmy rain-forest aborigines. He's
the last man on earth who still speaks their
language, and he will lead you into the
jungle and show you which species of palms
make the best spears and how to use lawyer
vines to catch grubs to eat.
Bali, Indonesia, is a flower-decked
island of 3 million Hindus in a sea of 90
million Moslems. For a thousand years, the
Balinese produced theater, art, dancing,
and the distinctive music of the game/an
orchestra. In the 1920s and 1930s, it was
"discovered" by European artists, and a
new era of culture began around the hill
town of Ubud. Terraced rice fields , junglechoked temples, art, antiques, magnificent
beaches-they're all here. But the word is
out among travelers: see it soon before
tourism changes the face of the island
forever.
Burma, whose capital city Rangoon, is
just as the British left it in 1949; life along
the road to Mandalay has changed little. Ox
carts still haul everything from rice to
rocks. Only about 20,000 people visit Burma a year, a drop in the international tourist
bucket. Travel by one of two planes, an antiquated train, or as I did, by hiring a car
and driver on the ubiquitous black market.
Unfortunately, due to a continuous rebel
insurrection in the north, the government
only grants visitors a seven-day visa. The
result of all this, though, is that (outside of
Tibet) Burma is the least-spoiled country

His "Don't Miss" List
n a world of magnificent destinations,
what makes one place stand out from
any other? There's got to be more than a
beautiful beach. There must be an interesting landscape, an ethnic culture or
diversity that's somewhat intact, a feeling
of remoteness. Hardest to define, there's got
to be some "magic" to the place. Of the
eighteen countries, three territories and
50,000 miles I traveled, here are my favorite
places.
Australia's Great Barrier Reef and
Daintree Rain Forest is 1,500 miles north
of Sydney on the east coast of Australia,
where unique environments, separated by
only a thin strand of silver beach, meet.
Here, said to be the oldest rain forest in
continuous existence, is a 60-million-yearold primeval jungle. Pink and gray galahs,
and birds of paradise color the canopy of
primordial tree ferns, palms, and strangler
figs with death-grip holds on 200-foot-tall
trees. The jungle ends at the beach, where,
in chest-deep water, another begins. The
Great Barrier Reef, the world's largest living organism, lies just beyond the fringe of
coconut palms. There are at least three hundred species of coral- giant convoluted
brain corals, soft spaghetti corals swaying
in the surge, bright blue staghorn corals,
and eight-foot-wide plate corals.
The people are as interesting as the environment. Northern Australia is an
aboriginal stronghold, and the myths and
legends of the great "Dreamtime" are
painted on the sandstone rocks and carved
into the weathered faces of the people.
The town of Cairns is the jumping-off
point. Hire a car and travel north for three

I

India: Rajasthani men in pastel colored turbans

I flew into Burma, hired a jeep and driver,
and toured that magnificent country for our
visa-allotted week. I trekked hundreds of
miles in the Himalayas of Nepal; toured
India by steam train, bus, and camel; and
came home via Moscow, Istanbul, and
Boston.
Traveling is a creative act; traveling well
is an art. As with any art, the creative process must take its own course. Travel feeds

a country, you must become part of it-eat
the local food, take the local transport, stay
where the people stay. This takes time but
costs, by our standards, next to nothing.
When successful , you 're struck by a
tremendous feeling of freedom . You will
have achieved a certain fluidity, an ease of
movement that is the result of knowledge,
understanding, and tolerance of people very
different from yourself. These remain long

To travel honestly through a country, you must eat
the local food, take the local transport, stay where
the people stay.
the imagination, and with each new observation comes the thrill of discovery. For me,
to closely follow a blueprinted journey is
to invite the boredom that comes with
knowing what's at the end of the road .
Adventure is not written on any map, but
it is possible to chart the exotic; its borders
are real. Don't they begin in Istanbul ,
where Europe ends, and continue down
through Africa, Iran, India, China, and the
South Pacific? Even today, these are the
lands of spices, maharajahs, camels, golden
palaces, and coconut palms:
Travel is the metaphor that most closely
approximates life. What's important is the
journey, not the destination. A destination
is merely a temporary goal, a platform from
which to launch fresh exploration. Travel
is an intensely personal experience; emotions of joy, anger, exhilaration, and depression are amplified. It is nearly impossible
to write or speak about travel and not use
the first person. To travel honestly through
14
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after the discomforts of the road are
forgotten.
My trip cost just a little over $10 per day,
on the average, for everything-food,
transportation, lodging, sightseeing. I never
lost anything due to theft and I never encountered surliness from any local people.
My worst illness was three days of seasickness; and the only bad food I suffered
was the hamburgers at Boston's Logan
Airport.
Since returning, I've had some readjustments to make. One that's been difficult is
having $10 in my pocket and feeling poor,
instead of feeling like the wealthiest man in
town . I may never travel for one and a half
years again, but taking off for a month or
two every few years sounds great. Travel
hasn't caused any earthshaking changes in
my life; I haven't reached Nirvana,
discovered truth, or been enlightened.
What I have done is to reach a goal that was
■
born of a dream.

in Asia, and the people are extraordinarily
friendly. Visit the ancient capital of Pagan,
now a hamlet surrounded by 5,000 stupas
(temples) studding green fields on the banks
of the chocolate Irrawaddy. Stop at the
market in Mandalay, which still matches
perfectly its 1934 description by George
Orwell in Burmese Days. Visit the floating
villages of Inle Lake, where vegetable crops
grow on buoyant mats of decaying vegetation. They're tended by gardeners who "leg
row" their canoes with one foot wrapped
around a paddle, while standing stork-like
on the other, balanced on the narrow gunwale of their boat.
Nepal: "The wildest dreams of Kew are
facts in Kathmandu," wrote Rudyard Kipling, and it's still true today. The city's
Thamel district is a living medieval town,
but to go back in time even further, try
going on a Himalayan trek. A good one to
start with is the three-week walk around the
Annapurna massif(mountain). On this walk
on the roof of the world, you hike up the
Kali Gandaki River Valley, so deep it would
swallow the Grand Canyon five times. No
need to travel with porters, tents, or food
if you don't mind sleeping on a wooden bed
for eight cents a night, eating rice, dahl
(thick lentil soup) , a bit of yak meat, and
tea. This is the ancient salt-trading route
between Tibet and India, still plied by
colorful horsemen and plodding donkey
caravans. The literal and figurative high
point of the hike is crossing 17,500-foothigh Thorong-La Pass, to begin the ten-day
descent.
Rajasthan, India: A few hundred miles
west of New Delhi, there's a searing desert
state that's more like a fantasy from A Thousand and One Nights than a part of India.
Huge, battle-scarred forts dot the desert, a
reminder of fierce Rajput warriors who

stormed into battle led by elephant-riding
maharajahs. The chivalry and romance
persist-even today the men wear pastelcolored turbans and flowing robes. Women
wear colorful dresses with hundreds of tiny
mirrors sewn into them and chunky silverturquoise jewelry. Visit the holy city of
Pushkar, a green oasis next to a sapphire
lake set in golden sand dunes ; Jodhpur,
where the riding pants came from; Jaipur,
the Pink City; and Jaisalmer, the magnificent desert castle.
His "Skip These" Spots
One traveler's paradise is another's punishment, but in my book you can skip these
three without losing any sleep.
Jakarta, Indonesia: The capital city of
the earth's most densely populated land
mass is dank, fetid, and steaming-and I
visited it in the dry season. It's like spending two days inside a sewer pipe. I missed
Calcutta, but friends who've seen both say
Jakarta's worse.
Most overrated: The island of Tahiti is
expensive and unfriendly. It's the base for
French nuclear testing in the South Pacific.
Use it as a jumping-off point for the outer
islands ofHuahine, Raiatea, Moorea, Bora
Bora, and others.
Not great now, but give it 2,000 years:
Ankara, Turkey. In a nation where ancient
Greek and Roman ruins are as common as
fast-food restaurants are in San Jose,
Ankara was made the capital of the country
only about 50 years ago. The recommended
route through Turkey : turn south from
Istanbul and follow the Mediterranean
■
coast.
Mike Broula '76 is a freelance writer in Los
Angeles.
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Terraced rice fields in the Nepalese lowlands
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What happens when a "cultural heretic;'
pulls the plug on TV and selects a different
channel for himself and his family?
BY MITCH FINLEY
have a confession to make. I am an
unrepentant cultural heretic. Mea
/
maxima culpa.
Ten years ago, before our first child was
born, my wife and I decided we'd had
enough. We wrapped the cord around our
small portable TV set and sold it to a friend
for $20. Our home has been television-free
ever since.
More than a few studies reveal that most
households refuse-or are unable-to live
without television even for brief periods of
time. More American homes have television than have indoor plumbing. Many
have two or more sets. TV, according to the
latest statistics, is on for over seven hours
a day in the average American home. Gag
me, as they say, with a spoon.
Instead of watching television, my wife
and I spend more time playing with our
kids. They play by themselves, too, of
course, and every day we all engage in extended periods of a counter-cultural activity
called reading. We talk with each other, and
we have plenty of conflict. We are determined to preserve our daily dinner hour in
the face of demands from school sports
programs, parishes, and careers. It's nice
not to battle television, too.
Our children- boys ages 9, 7, and
5-have never had kindly Mister Rogers to
bolster their self-esteem. They ask why we
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have no TV set, but rarely. They seem too
involved with other activities to wonder
about it much . Once or twice a year one of
them will pop the question, and it takes
only a minute to respond to their satisfaction. What we say is : "I'll tell you why we
don't have a TV set. It's because watching
television is almost always a waste of time,
and very much of it turns your brain to
oatmeal.''
Television sprinkles fairy dust in the eyes,
loads the imagination with cotton candy,
and leaves the mind (to borrow a phrase
from song writer Paul Simon) empty as a
pocket. The fact that most people scoff at
such charges may ·show how successfully
television pulls off its tricks.
We have no regrets on the parenting
scene. Perhaps a parent is permitted to brag
a bit. Our three boys waltz in the door from
school with high marks in verbal skills,
reading, and math . Their capacity to be
imaginative is sometimes startling. Their
spiritual lives are active. Sitters tell us that
our children talk like children. Maybe it's
because they don't have smart-mouth
sitcom kids for role models.
Compared with many youngsters, our
boys are hyper-sensitive to violence. One
day at their grandparents' home they saw
a small, unimpressive explosion on an old

TV movie. That night the younger two had
trouble getting to sleep. "I hate TV; it's
stupid," complained the five-year-old .
If we are going to err, I'd rather our kids
be overly sensitive to violence instead of
blase about the cultural norm that views
violence-watching as just another way to
have a good time.
Other parents tend to be defensive in the
face of our television-free existence .
Sometimes they all but accuse us of child
abuse. Are we mere escapists? Only as one
might escape a house on fire or an attack
of terminal triviality. Are we protecting our
kids from reality? It depends on one's
definition of "real.'' Many people apparently think that Bill Cosby', "Miami Vice," and
the evening news and weather reports are
real. In fact, as Neil Postman explains in
Amusing Ourselves to Death, almost all
television programming is simple (usually
simple-minded) entertainment. Even when
delivered with high seriousness, as in network news programs or "60 Minutes," if
it isn't entertainment it doesn't make it on
the air.
A few years ago our kids came to me now
and then with a groan: "I can't think of
anything to doooo." I couldn't tell them to
check out television, so I had a standard

Illustrations by Wanda Hale

Many people act as if the
television set is a member of
the family-with rights to
everyone's time.

Continued on Page 18.
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reply: "Go over there, lie down on the
carpet, and stare at the ceiling. Very soon
you'll think of something to do." It worked
every time. They've learned that it's nobody
else's responsibility to keep them occupied
and/or entertained. It's something they must
actively pursue themselves.
Parents wail and moan about their kids.
"They're so materialistic; they think sex is
a party game; we're worried that they'll get
involved with drugs; they worship the latest
high-priced status symbol toys and rock
stars; we have to browbeat them to go
church on Sunday."
Unconsciously, many people act as if the
television set is a member of the family,
with rights to everyone's time. Thus parents
sacrifice many opportunities to influence
their children themselves and unintentionally hand over much of the task of value
formation to television executives. According to a document published in 1973 by the
Administrative Board of the U.S. Catholic
Conference, TV is the dominant source of
most Americans' values today, more so than
the family and the church.
A Christian home should be a place
where a Christian perspective colors the
fabric of daily life. That doesn't mean a
weird lifestyle, just a different one. To
welcome television in the home, with little
or no control over it, is to transform the
family into a small mirror image of the
dominant culture. Television is the advertising industry's dream come true. As far
as advertisers are concerned, the home is
an adjunct of the shopping mall.
My wife and I decided that we could do
without that kind of competition. Our kids
will encounter the values of "the world" good and bad-in many ways outside the
home. We want them to have daily personal
experiences of alternative attitudes, values,
and ways of living in the context of our
family life. Television in our home would
make our task more difficult by blurring
these differences.
Sure, it's possible to own a television set
and strictly control viewing. We could
watch nothing but public television and
noncommercial cable channels. We could
buy a VCR. But that would mean joining
the millions who miss the point that content is a secondary issue. The simple act of
"watching," carried to any length, as Marie
Winn writes in The Plug-In Drug, plays
havoc with the human mind and spirit and
short-circuits family relationships.
Yes, there are television programs that
are, compared with other programs,
"good." There are also junk foods that are,
18
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compared with other junk foods, "good."
But junk food is junk food. There's a great
movie on tonight? Invariably, the book is
better. Can't miss that docu-drama next
week? I've yet to read even one TV critic
who hasn't dismissed every docu-drama
ever produced as a show-biz distortion of
real events.
Television defenders grow misty eyed
over "The Waltons" and "Little House on
the Prairie," as if such video pap promoted
"family values." Applesauce. Such pro-

More American homes have
television than have indoor
plumbing.
grams were sentimental video fantasiespure escapist entertainment. Anyone who
takes the trouble to read Laura Ingalls
Wilder's original Little House books soon
discovers how unrelated the television
series was to the actual experiences of the
Ingalls family.
What about "Sesame Street"? The producers of that and like programs have yet
to prove such shows are more educational
than a bowl of alphabet soup. To quote but
one of many "Sesame Street" critics, the
late Dorothy Cohen, a professor at the Bank
Street School of Education, "While some
children enter kindergarten and even
nursery school recognizing letters as a
result of 'Sesame Street,' there is also, ifwe
are to believe experienced teachers, a
decrease in imaginative play and an

increase in aimless running around, noninvolvement in play materials, low frustration
tolerance, poor persistence, and confusion
about reality and fantasy."
Now and then I meet a parent who says
that his or her family went without TV for
a few months or years, and "those were the
best months/years of our life as a family."
But they turned the tube back on-I don't
get it.
There is virtually nothing on television
that can't be had in a more rewarding way
from the print media and public radio. Contrary to popular dogma, television images
do not constitute an inherently superior
medium.
Months after the explosion of the space
shuttle Challenger, I saw videotaped
footage of the disaster on a motel TV set.
What a disappointment. I believe the image
my imagination had given me was closer to
the truth of that horrifying event than what
the video camera captured.
It's all but impossible to corner an
educator or expert on family life who waves
palm branches at television, murmuring
alleluias. Most heave a sigh of resignation
and say that the best they can hope for is
to talk parents into rationing.
What does a television-free family miss
by not having TV? Nothing, nothing,
nothing at all. What does such a family
gain? Take my word for it, doing away with
television and filling the time with other
activities such as reading, playing checkers,
family conflict, regular family meals, going for walks together, prayer, talking, and
quietly watching the grass grow enriches
life immeasurably.
A couple of years ago a television station
got wind of our no-TV existence. Irony of
ironies, we were television news material.
The news crew hurried over, we gathered
the clan, and as the mini-cam rolled we
explained in some detail our rationale for,
and the benefits of, life without TV. That
evening we visited friends to watch
ourselves on the tube. I should have known.
The news department reduced us to a
30-second spot that portrayed us a domestic
oddity.
■
Gag me with a spoon.
Mitch Finley '73 is a freelance writer and adjunct
instructor in the religious studies department at
Gonwga University. He wrote this article for Santa Clara Magazine. With his wife, Kathy, he wrote
Christian Families in the Real World (Thomas
More Press). His latest book, 12 Christian
Classics, will be published next fall by Sheed and
Ufird.
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About his job in urban ministry Peter says: "This is like coming home. It's not just a job, but something I really believe in.
(Above) Peter with Keith Schwartz, director of shelters.

In the "world according to Peter:• the enemies are poverty, injustice, and sometimes
himself. Peter Conk has never flinched from his original concern for the poor.
BY TENNANT C. WRIGHT, S.J.

P

eter sat staring out of the window of
the Long Island Railroad train as it
rattled into Brooklyn. Every morning he
rode from the plush suburb of Massapequa
to attend Brooklyn Prep, a Jesuit high
school on the edge of Bedford-Stuyvesant.
He gazed as usual at the people behind the
windows and open doors of the tenements
SPRING 1987
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that flashed by. One morning he saw what
he had never seen before. Some of these
buildings were just shells, facades with a
back-or sidewall missing, shelters for the
homeless. Years late.I,' he said, "That was
my first real view of poverty."
That high school boy's first view was a
first step on a journey that has led Peter

Miron-Conk through slums and farm labor
camps, colleges and odd jobs, jails and
soup kitchens, crisis intervention and urban
ministries; through personal turmoil,
peace, fear, hope, and affection. He has
never flinched from his original concern for
the poor in what one of his mentors calls
his career of "advocacy for the underdog."
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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Since 1984 Peter, 37, who graduated in
economics from Santa Clara in 1971 and is
now finishing a master's degree in human
resources and organization development at
the University of San Francisco, has been
executive director of the San Jose Urban
Ministry.
After years of varied, effective, and
mainly volunteer work for the dispossessed
of San Jose, he says, "This is like coming
home. It's not just a job, but something I
really believe in. I have the freedom to
create programs I'm concerned about and
still have the freedom to be with my wife
and children and the means to provide for
them. Though I'm the director, I try to be
involved in the lives of the people. That's
the primary value-not just institutionalized service."
The Urban Ministry is a nonprofit agency
in a depressed downtown San Jose area.
When Peter stepped in as director, the
agency had only one program, Hands-on
Service, which helped the disabled find
employment. In two and a half years, he
developed three additional programs and
raised funds from individuals, churches,
and foundations to sustain them. Shared
Harvest provides food to families in
emergency situations, not in the institutional environment of a shelter or soup
kitchen, but, as Peter puts it, "so that the
families can eat together in the dignity of
their own homes."
Family Place is a community center
where low-income families, mainly single
parents with preschool children, can gather
for mutual support and to learn family and
technical skills. Finally, the Julian Street
Inn provides a warm atmosphere where the
homeless can feel safe, store their few
belongings, and enjoy temporary shelter.
The Inn receives funds from Santa Clara
County M,ental Health because, according
to Peter, about 45 percent of the homeless
are mentally ill.
It's easy to see how Peter's work satisfies
many of his needs. Even the names of the
programs reflect his personalism. He enjoys the planning-the ideas as well as the
implementation. He characterizes his basic
inner struggle as between goal-oriented
tasks and warm, unhurried human relations. The Urban Ministry provides both.
It is an ecumenical ministry, working with
diverse church leaders and with people of
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As Peter remembers: "Santa Clara was four years of doing whatever I wanted. It was for me a Socratic

university: a place of ideas, challenge, a time to ask 'why?' or 'so what?' in the coffee shop, in class!'

widely varied social, economic, intellectual, and religious backgrounds. As he says,
"I am up close with the issues of faith. I
try not to look at the churches as simply a
secular resource, but rather a chance to
understand others' beliefs. My work adds
to my faith."
Clearly, the "faith journey," as he calls
it, is the nerve and bone of what Peter
Miron-Conk is about. He is a lifelong

men say that I am?" Today, more than in
recent decades, it is Catholic theologians
who primarily struggle with a response:
Rahner, Brown, Fitzmyer, Tracey,
Schillebeeckx, Kung, and the liberation
theologians. Peter's own faith question is
that of the modern Catholic theologians.
Though not a professional theologian, faith
and reflection on it are his preoccupations.
In that thoughtful mood that often punctu-

The 'Jaithjourney," as he calls it, is the nerve and bone of
what Peter Miron-Conk is all about.
pilgrim toward justice and peace on the
road of his living faith.
Since he works with Catholics, Protestants, Jews, believers, semi-believers,
and nonbelievers of all sorts, he ponders
how sometimes "difficult it is to be a
Catholic with a big C. We're so provincial
and biased-at least that is how I perceive
my own Catholic upbringing." But Peter is
quick to add, "On the other side I'm
hopelessly Catholic. I was brought up Irish
Catholic. The Mass is an important part of
my life. Other celebrations don't carry the
same richness for me."
The central question of Christian faith
has always been Jesus' question, "Who do

ates his busy life, Peter speaks of "trying
to understand who Jesus Christ was," not
as a dead model, but so that he can do in
1987 what Jesus did in gospel times.
Peter puts it this way: "I'm struggling
with arrogance to know Christ." For Peter
that struggle is threefold: "first, to question
(but not to deny) institutional authority;
second, to bring people together in celebration; and third, to focus on the important
things in life."
Yes, Peter is an Irish Catholic and one
educated by the Jesuits. He is marked by
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these influences just as surely as by his
well-to-do upbringing, which he has put
aside, and the abstract and intellectual
banter amid which he was reared and about
which he feels ambiguous.
Arguments, ideas, and repartee were
served regularly at the Conk family table,
beginning with the soup and hardly ending
with dessert. Though the discussions often
seemed abrasive and fearful to outsiders, in
some strange way parents, grandparents,
and five children were not only intellectually nourished but bound together as an
enduring family. For Peter those growingup years at home and high school integrated
paradoxical forces that often leap out in his
talk and work and struggles. His wife,
Norma, says, "He comes from a powerful
intellectual family." Peter says, "Our dinner
talk was like intellectual combat, but not
with anger."
Peter thinks he is like his father, George
- "practical, pig-headed, good with his
hands." In other ways, too, Peter is like his
father, who is now retired but works all
night twice a month in a shelter for the
homeless in Santa Barbara. His mother
passed the California Bar at age 60 without
attending law school. Both parents support
him in his personal life and social work.
They may not understand him, as when he
became a conscientious objector in the
1960s or started the Catholic Worker House
for the destitute of San Jose in the 1970s.
That Peter may end up homeless and
disillusioned used to terrify them . Less so
now.
When Peter reminisces about his family,
he is drawn back fondly into his earliest
memories. Even the tone of his voice
changes, with a tenderness, like someone
who has just made love. He says of his
maternal grandmother. "She was my
mother during those first few years," when
his own mother was busy getting her
master's degree in speech. His grandmother's death when he was three-and-ahalf-years old cast Peter into a terrible
loneliness, one only a child can know, a
loneliness he can never forget, which may
partially explain his own obsession with
those who suffer alone and ignored in the
midst of others' affluence.
His paternal grandfather died in late
February at 95. As with his grandmother,
Peter did not name him. I sensed his relationship with these two grandparents was
intimate and formative beyond the naming.
Peter simply said that at four-and-a-half
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years, with his grandmother gone, his
grandfather was "my pal." Peter felt "unequivocal acceptance" from him.
Who knows the grace of such acceptance
in the life of a child of four-and-a-half? Was
that grace at work 12 years later during a
rather heady Jesuit discussion at a high
school retreat? Peter describes himself as
"shy and not one of the high-powered intellects ofmy class." He was distressed (as
he would often be in later life) by the big

"J:ou are a wild man. But
thank God you are. So was the
apostle Peter."
-A co-worker

talk and the small action . He blurted out,
"I find this to be nonsense!" Peter recalls,
"The whole dynamic of the retreat changed

achievements of his family, but perhaps
more by the warmth and acceptance of his
grandparents?
The Peter Miron-Conk we know today
may, however, have been most obviously
shaped, if not most interiorly formed, by
Santa Clara University. He came as a
freshman in 1967, after applying to a
number of Jesuit schools. Family and high
school had readied him. He felt an enthusiasm to learn . He attended the many
discussions, disputes, and debates on campus. There were more in those Vietnam
years. As he remembers, "Santa Clara was
four years of doing whatever I wanted. No
need to work; my father paid the bill. It was
for me a Socratic university: a place of
ideas, challenge, a time to ask 'why?' or 'so
what?' in the coffee shop, in class." Peter
recalls how on one exam he felt the
teacher's question was irrelevant ; he
crossed it out, wrote and answered his own
question. He admits, "I was not the best

Peter and Norma have adopted three children and raised several stepchildren. Until now, much of his
work offered long hours, uncertainty, and little pay. (Above) With son, Lonnie.

and that was my first mature religious experience." How much was that adolescent
religious experience, which seems to have
determined so much of his later concern for
God and God's people, fueled not only
by the aching awareness of the tenement
poor, the intellectual Catholicism of his
parents and teachers, and the driving

economics student, but I got an education
in the broader sense." He read Thomas
Merton, Mahatma Ghandi, Martin Luther
King, and David Henry Thoreau. He was
in frequent conflict with students and faculty. "That was good," he says. Some
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Norma's excellent intuition and critical insight, gained from her study of Jung, enabled her to see
aspects of Peter that he himself had not seen. Peter and Norma with son, Lonnie, 5.

She has gifts with people I never knew
existed." He remembers watching her at
parties. Soon after walking into a room she
would have "a sense of the emotional situation of nearly everyone there."
Peter watches Norma. She has nourished
him. Naturally, the reverse is true. When
they met, Norma was more mature than
Peter. She admired him and learned from
him. She learned to be assertive in a constructive way. Through Peter she met
Dorothy Day, the heroic founder of the
Catholic Worker, one of the most powerful movements for justice and peace in
American Catholicism. Norma's life was
forever changed by that meeting.
"What Peter was doing, we did together,"
Norma recalls. For the first time in her life
she demonstrated against nuclear war. She
was arrested with him at Lockheed and
went to jail. He had been jailed before in
peace demonstrations. Many of the
prisoners recognized him. He had served
them at his San Jose soup kitchen. They
made a place for him to sleep. One priest
who was arrested with Peter told me, "It
was comforting to have him there and to
have him explain to the judge what we were
doing and why." But for Norma it was more
than comforting. "I was becoming a part
of him, and he became a part of my life."
Whatever Peter gave to Norma was a gift
to himself.
They were married December 10, 1978.
"Peter was so scared of getting married,"
Norma recalls. She was somewhat fearful
of his family's intellectual jousting. She
admits married life with Peter has not been
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easy. They adopted three children and
reared several stepchildren. Until recently
much of Peter's work for the oppressed has
offered long hours, much uncertainty, and
little pay.

''Man has places in his heart
which do not yet exist, and into them enters suffering, in
order that they may have ex- Leon Bloy
istence."
Norma says, "We learned to understand
each other." She had to recognize, if not
accept, what she calls "the world according
to Peter." He recognized it too and has had
the wisdom and courage to modify. "We
found ways to say what we must," recalls
Norma. "Even though messy at times (in~
eluding one wrenching separation) , all the
time I felt the relation was right." So did
Peter. Some years before they met, Norma
had to go through a period of painful
growth; now Peter did, fortunately with and
because of the woman he married. They
both characterize their love as a relationship that allows them "to be who we are,
but both possessive of each other."
Today, Peter speaks of himself with
candor: ''A person of passion," "strongwilled," "not tolerant of those who oppose
my vision." Norma calls him "argumentative and aggressive." His life's great tension,
he confesses, is work versus people. "I'm
so goal-oriented. I feel self-sufficient and

often don't see the unspoken needs of those
beside me. My constant struggle is to relate,
to remember that people are more important than the task." He constantly reminds
himself that no matter how well planned
and carried out, help is no help if those in
need are not perceived and treated
personally.
Peter is ruthlessly honest with himself
and others, which is disturbing sometimes
to those others. "I see a lot of injustice in
the world," he says, "and lots of people with
blessings. I'm one of those. I got more than
my share of the pie." For whatever complex
motives, Peter intends to remedy some of
that injustice, but as he grows older he tries
"not to stand in judgment of others and
what they ought to do with their lives,
though there are still many lifestyles I don't
understand ." He reflects gladly that the
painful challenges of his family, his wife,
and his own loneliness continually teach
him new ways to identify with the pain and
loneliness of others.
He is succeeding. That is the verdict of
those who know him well, live with him,
and work with him. Although Peter
agonizes that his need for organization and
structure gets in the way of his being close
to the people, a priest who lived at the
Catholic Worker House recalls how Peter
knew all the sheltered as well as the workers
by name. "He felt compelled to organize,
but he would sit and talk with everyone."
That same priest admits, "I felt more sense
of community there than in the houses of
my own religious order."
Paradoxes and contradictions-the hard
and the soft, the masculine and feminine,
ideas and action, institution and personstruggle in all of us, but perhaps the conflict is a bit bloodier in Peter Miron-Conk.
Leon Bloy, the French novelist and Catholic
advocate for the poor, wrote, "Man has
places in his heart which do not yet exist,
and into them enters suffering, in order that
they may have existence." I think of these
words when I think of Peter Conk and
Norma Miron, their life and family, and
their work together.
As I was writing this, I needed to know
Peter's birth date. I called his office. His
secretary gave it to me without a moment's
hesitation. Amazed , I asked her if she had
memorized the birthdays of all her fellow
workers. " No," she said, "his just stuck in
my mind." That's like Peter. He sticks in
■
your mind.
Tennant C. Wright, S.J. , is a lecturer in
religious studies at Santa Clara.
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A three step approach to ease the transition from entrepreneur to leader.

It won't eliminate the trauma, but it may make the change less painful.
I

BY TIMOTHY W. FIRNSTAHL

I

f I've heard it once, I've heard it a
thousand times: to overcome the
stresses and strains of a fast-growing
organization, the chief executive must
delegate responsibility.
I've been to seminars and I've read books
that deal with the subject. But somehow the
people talking and writing about delegating
fail to deal with the most important issues.
That shouldn't be surprising. After all, how
many have had hundreds of people working
for them? How many have had to stand by
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as a subordinate botched a task that the
CEO could do better? How many have had
to train dozens of new employees at a time?
Unfortunately, most of these people
aren't in a position to appreciate that the
obstacles to delegating successfully are
essentially subjective. As the head of a
restaurant company with nearly $15 million
in annual sales and five establishments
cared for by 500 employees, I am in such
a position.
It's one thing to hear or read about how

the chief executive's role changes as he or
she delegates, but it's another thing to experience it. I found living through it to be
awful.
In trying to delegate, I've encountered
four problems, which are really personal,
rather than company problems. The first
and most obvious was watching someone
mess up a task I could do easily in half the
time. I had to learn to keep my mouth shut
since interfering would frustrate my new
subordinate-not to mention use up the
SPRING 1987
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time I wanted to save. Handing over my
company-my baby-to others and standing by as they did things their own way
sorely tested my faith in humankind.
The second problem had to do with my
identity. Delegating meant shifting from the
role· of specialist-in finance, marketing,
or whatever-to that of generalist. It meant
becoming a leader, and leaders don't have
precise job definitions. I had to give up the
particular skills for which I was known and
the gratification that went with applying
SPRING 1987

them. I had to surrender the greatest
pleasures of my professional life.
Third was the problem of competitiveness. As an entrepreneur, I am extremely
competitive, and I had to watch while others
reached ability levels superior to my own.
I could no longer enjoy being unrivaled at
various jobs-cooking, tending bar, training new workers. Delegating meant letting
others become the experts and hence the
best.
Finally, there was the problem of learn-

ing a whole new job. Now I had to decide
where the organization should go, secure
agreement from subordinates, and keep the
company on track. Learning this new job
meant leaving my comfort zone for the
unknown. It meant learning the art of
leadership.
Fortunately, I had no choice because the
organization's size had caught up with me.
Six- and seven-day weeks, numerous
assistants, and the ingenious organization
of my life weren't enough. The demands on
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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ideas about the product or service they plan
to offer. Moreover, they often have to be in
all places at all times, taking care of every
detail. Unfortunately, this 100 percent
hands-on management style does not permit an entrepreneur's staff to mature. Why
think, if the boss has all the answers?
Inadvertently, an entrepreneur usurps
employees' responsibilities. Worse, people
often perform well because they know the
owner is right there. What happens when
the owner is away?
My hands-on approach hit the shear point
with the opening of our third restaurant. I
needed a simple and immediately
recallable, yet effective, management
system. (Honestly, who can remember

my time associated with serving more than
one million people each year were seemingly infinite. I was swamped. I realized I
had to make the transition from entrepreneur to leader. I would have to find
satisfaction in coaching and planning instead of doing.
To ease this transition , I came up with a
three-part approach that I'll pass on to you .
It won't eliminate the trauma inherent in
delegating, but it may make the change a
lot less painful. It goes like this:
Recruit the best people.
Practice "what and why" management.
Learn to think effectively.
Recruiting the Best
With its limited financial resources, a
new company usually cannot attract topnotch people at start-up. As the enterprise
grows, its managerial requirements often
increase beyond the capabilities of the
original cadre. The added work load moves
to the CEO who simply may be unable to
handle all the tasks at hand. So the question becomes who is competent to take over
a share of the CEO's work.
In 1983, when the three restaurants, the
service company, and the fresh-fish
wholesaler that made up Restaurant

"The first problem was watching someone mess
up a task I could do easily-in half the time."
Services had reached $10 million in sales,
I realized the company could no longer afford to have me as the hero in every arena.
I had to get some help. I recognized that the
sum of a company is really its human
resources, and high-quality people are the
base from which an organization can
expand. If a company's survival and growth
depend on mature judgment, then having
the best possible decision makers is vital.
Recruiting was difficult for me. Headhunters are expensive, and newspaper ads
unreliable. After all, what worthy prospects
scan the classified ads for their jobs? Highquality people are already working; they
are not on the street.
Fortunately, I've learned other recruiting
methods. Purveyors and suppliers have
proven to be an excellent recruiting source
because they know the people in our
business. So my key managers and I often
ask them for the names of superior per-
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terested in improving themselves. During
coffee and lunch breaks, we introduce
ourselves and exchange business cards.
The best approach is the one most often
used by Silicon Valley recruiters: telephoning potential applicants directly. It sounds
difficult but really isn't. First we describe
the job and its benefits, including the salary
range. The recruiter does this from a fact
sheet to keep the conversation running
smoothly. Then the recruiter asks the candidate if he or she is interested or knows
someone who might be interested. More
than 80 percent of the people called want
to talk with us or suggest other candidates.
Interviewing is the next important step.
I have learned it's best to handle this task
myself. For key people I don't conduct
interviews in the normal sense but have
open-ended discussions over a two- or
three-month period. Five meetings or more
are not too many to allow both sides to ex-

So we devised different plans, which
called for a two-by-three-foot menu featuring 25 categories with more than 350
selections. As we talked, it became clear
that we were shaping an extension of our
current concept, not creating a new bar. We
settled on a name: BestBar. Management
and staff applauded the name, so that's what
we call the concept.

"Handing over my company-my baby-to
others sorely tested my faith in humankind."

The best recruiting approach is telephoning
potential applicants directly.

formers interested in moving to more
challenging positions. We also use industry
seminars for recruiting; select applicants
according to the specialty we want: finance,
human resource development, marketing.
At seminars, we find ambitious people in-

ranks to become a restaurant manager in 36
months.
The "why" part of the approach promotes values. It is vital because employees
are more likely to be motivated when they
understand why they must behave a certain
way than when they are simply given rules.
We all want to believe in what we're doing,
and we want to know the importance of our
work. Knowing the "why" fulfills these
needs and helps develop a successful
organization.
At the end of " why" explanations we ask:
"Does that make sense? Do you agree?" If
the answer to these questions is no, we give
the employees a chance to explain their
reasoning. In this way, we open what is

amine each other and to set expectations.
I should emphasize that in talking with
these candidates I stress our problems as
well as our strengths because I have found
that people appreciate candor. Furthermore, a good candidate welcomes the prospect of a challenge. Management is, after
all, largely problem solving.
It's helpful to have at least one lunch or
dinner with the spouse and the candidate.
A job change is a major event, and the
involvement of the marriage partner is important. If the spouse supports the decision,
the likelihood of the applicant's acceptance
of the job offer is greater.
I've worked hard to attract top-quality
people. I've offered whatever enticements
I can. I have made shares of my stock
available, paid people out of my own pocket
to keep known salaries in equilibrium,
created costly unneeded temporary positions, and ruined more budgets than I care
to recall.
I must mention one important caveat
here. Large companies can promote from
within, while small companies often lack
the talent. Unfortunately, some people in
an organization may think they have the
right stuff, despite their limitations. For
instance, when I recruited a product
developer, two managers quit. I did the
right thing, but at a cost.
"What and Why" management
In start-up companies, the visions are
usually the entrepreneurs' -they have clear
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Maslow's hierarchy of needs, let alone use
it, during a meeting?) To this end, I
developed an approach I call "what and
why" management and made it the
organization's leadership style.
Underlying the "what" is the notion that
employees cannot do what is expected
without training and without a thorough
understanding of their work. The instruction is behavior oriented: we show, they
practice, and we give feedback. This procedure is repeated until employees reach the
necessary skill levels. The key to success
in this effort is 100 percent focus . Complete
focus while teaching the "what" is so important that we set aside time on managers'
schedules solely for instruction and
observation.
As an aid in teaching "what" we have
developed job requirement evaluations.
These are two-page forms listing key
employee behaviors. Managers use them as
a reference when observing and scoring
employees. We reward good performance .
with gift certificates to our restaurants and
handle poor performance by reteaching the
"what" and giving a thorough explanation
of the "why."
The restaurant managers are periodically evaluated in manager-employee coaching
sessions by the home-office staff. These
scores are a big part of our managers' performance evaluations. Managers advance
largely on the basis of their ability and willingness to teach. One young cocktail server
who was especially proficient at teaching
others our philosophy worked through the
SPRING 1987

often a mutually educational dialogue.
In one instance, our product developer
and the chef of our newest restaurant
worked hard to adapt a lovely Mexican
dish, prawns Veracruzana, for the
restaurant. I opposed including it on the
menu because it didn't fit our American
cuisine image; I reminded the chef that a
clear theme is essential to a restaurant's
success.
The chef and several others pointed out
that the proposed offering was colorful,
cost-effective, and delicious. Besides, why
shortchange the guest because of a name?
Good point. We came up with an American
name, prawns piquant, put it on the menu,
and the item is now a best-seller.
Another time, I devised a new bar concept to counter flagging spirits sales, which
had been hurt by tougher drinking laws and
society's shift away from alcohol consumption. I struggled to fashion a new concept
for our bars that emphasized nonalcoholic
beverages. I wanted to call it the NewBar
because, in my opinion, that name captured
society's changing view of what a bar
should be. I was well along in graphic
design when my partner told me the name
was confusing. He pointed out that the bars
wouldn't look new to guests because we
weren't going to remodel them. Why
remodel bars that had been painted by
Leroy Nieman, immortalized in the
Guinness Book of World Records, and
featured in Time and the New lvrk Times?
He convinced me that the name NewBar
would have to go.

"I remind my people that sometimes the captain
must steer the ship into uncharted waters!'

This redirection never would have taken
place if I had still had my old hands-on
management approach. Years ago the
objection would have caused a row. Now I
ask why-and listen. It took the scrutiny
inherent in what and why management to
come up with a better solution. My shootfrom-the-hip directives of the past have
now been replaced by more thoughtful
processes.
I readily acknowledge, however, that
what and why management doesn't always
work. On occasion, no amount of dialogue
can overcome my vision of things or bring
me to another viewpoint. That's when I exercise the captain's prerogative. I remind
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my people that sometimes the captain must
steer the ship into uncharted waters. I tell
them that I assume full responsibility for
the course I've set and then ask for their
support. I tell them that trust must be part
of the voyage and that it's their responsibility to help me sail the ship into the unknown.
Thinking Effectively

Over the past 30 months, I've hired many
competent people, which allows me to give
up overseeing restaurants, developing
recipes, writing menus, and a variety of
other cherished activities. Now I have time
to think. A leader must continually ask and
answer the question, What's next? An
organization can't move ahead without a
clear picture of where it's going. Once the
CEO has envisioned the organization's
future, he or she can share that image with
others. It's this shared vision that generates
the impetus for growth.
What is thinking? Maybe the place to
begin is by examining what thinking is not.
Thinking is not reading, meeting, routine
reporting, listening, observing, or "working."
Rather, it has more to do with be·
quiet, apart, reflective, and focuse

..

full free day loomed ahead. Yet it's essential to discipline yourself to use your time
to build the organization's vision.
Faced with 10 to 15 meetings a week, I
relish my thinking time and guard it
jealously. I set aside time to work out
answers to What's next? What is the next
generation of products? What will the
organization's future management structure
look like? What remaining cherished roles
can I hand over? How is society changing,
and how does that affect the company? How
will the company's future vision be
financed? The questions go on and on.
That's what thinking is about. If a CEO
doesn't think about where the company is
going, who will?
Here are four rules that have helped me
think better:
• View thinking as a strategy. Thinking
is the best way to resolve difficulties.

• Schedule large blocks ofuninterrupted
time. Because thinking takes time, it must
be scheduled. Carve out large blocks of
uninterrupted time during periods when
you are at your best. I have found that the
beginning of the week is my prime time,
so I schedule Monday as my thinking day.
If I have much to think about, I even
schedule an entire week.
• Stay focused on relevant topics.
Pummel your mind until it produces the
quality thinking you seek. The ideas are
there; you must ferret them out.
• Record, sort, and save your thoughts.
Ideas are the product of your work; they
must be recorded, sorted, and saved. Try
writing them on 3 x 5 cards, one idea per
card, so that they remain "mobile." Use
a handheld recorder to capture thoughts
while driving. Maintain topic files as
repositories for your observations. Files
of ideas about the organization's future
are your most important store of
information.
That championship feeling: The victory over Pepperdine for the WCAC trophy

I

Santa Clara lost the final game of the season to USF, 71-66, and entered
the WCAC championship tourney with a 15-13 overall season mark.
Their first play-off was March 1 wfrh Portland, a team that
had beaten them twice this season, so expectations were not high.
But this young Bronco team would not quit, and in the next two weeks,
they brought home a league championship and an NCAA berth.

f,

Two Magic Weeks

"I relish my thinking time and
guard it jealously."

Real thinking is simply permitting one's
mind to call up previously unconsidered
ideas. When allowed to, it does so with
remarkable aplomb. In a sense, thinking is
dreaming the organization's future. It's the
ability to get excited about the possibilities
of the future.
This envisioning process isn't mystical,
silly stuff, nor is it the fatuous pap offered
by some pop psychologists: "Imagine and
it will be." Rather, it's brain-straining
toil - the demanding work of constructing
the organization's ideal state-and ascertaining the steps required to achieve it.
Like many entrepreneurs, I used to see
work as dynamic activity-moving, doing,
talking. The idea of sitting quietly and
thinking seemed alien, especially when a
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Maintain faith in your ability to think
your way out of problems. Recognize the
difference between worrying and thinking. The former is repeated, needless
problem analysis while the latter is solution generation. (Sometimes I can't sleep
because of business concerns, so I convert worrying to thinking by getting up
and listing troubling problems and possible solutions. After a few minutes of
jotting notes, I invariably go back to bed
and sleep soundly.)

I have learned to delegate effectively in
large measure by accepting the fact that it's
an emotionally wrenching process. But I
have eased the way by recruiting superior
performers, using what and why management, and increasing my available thinking
time. The rules are simple, and they foster
company growth. They are doing that for
■
our company.
Timothy W. Fimstahl is a 1965 business
graduate of Santa Clara. He is president of
Restaurant Services, Inc., Seattle, Washington.
Reprinted by permission of the Harvard
Business Review. Copyright @ 1986 by the
President and Fellows of Harvard College; all
rights reserved.
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A stirring tribute to a team that over-achieved.
BY MIKE MC NULTY
Saturday night, February 28
The mood of the Santa Clara entourage was
upbeat during the trip to Portland. At dinner, longtime SCU administrative assistant
Jim Jennings '30 proposed several toasts
and confidently predicted three wins and a
championship. It was an enjoyable evening
at John's Meat Market in Portland, owned
by Don Berchtold '67, who hosted the
players at an earlier dinner.
The night was pleasant and uneventful
until approximately 11:30 p.m. when six
members of SCU's Sigma Phi Epsilon (Sig
Eps) fraternity arrived after driving from
Chico. They had been to SCU's rugby game
there and decided to continue north to provide support for the basketball team. They
SPRING 1987

slept on floors at the Red Lion Inn, but they
didn't seem to mind.
Sunday afternoon, March 1.
It was raining (as usual). The standard line
in Portland this time of the year is: "You
should have been here yesterday- it was
beautiful!" Nevertheless, we arrived at
Portland's Chiles Center at 1 p.m., an hour
before game time, but it might as well have
been a day. No one was in the building.
Portland officials were bemoaning the fact
that students were on semester break. The
home crowd advantage would not be a factor in this game.
Carroll didn't seem nervous. His pregame speech stressed words like aggres-

sion, determination, and mental toughness.
The strategy had already been inserted.
As the teams took the floor, Carroll and
assistants Dick Davey and Larry Hauser
visited with Portland coach Jack Avina.
Avina is one of Carroll's closest friends, in
and out of coaching. Games against one
another were never easy on either of them.
(Later we would learn it was Avina's final
game at Portland, something Carroll would
not enjoy.)
The first three minutes of the contest
belonged to the Pilots: SCU trailed 10-2
with 2:58 gone in the first half. Both
coaches spent the majority of that early
period working the officials for an extra
edge. In their last game here, SCU got off
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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to a slow start and couldn't recover. But this
time was different. The Broncos employed
a half-court, trapping defense for the first
time against the Pilots, and it paid off with
a IO-second violation. SCU scored. Then
a steal and another score. With 8:51 left in
the first half, SCU led 25-14. SCU had outscored Portland 23-4 in less than nine
minutes. The Pilots never got closer than
nine points the rest of the game. Sophomore
guard Mitch Burley's three point jumper
from the corner with no time left in the half
punctuated the event. It was 42-26 SCU at
the intermission.
The second half was mere exercise. The
Broncos led by as many as 33 points on
three occasions. Everyone played, and in
the end it was Santa Clara 91, Portland 60.
When the score was called back to the Bay
Area several news agencies asked if it was
a typographical error. No matter. The
Broncos would be returning to the Bay Area
for the semi-finals next Friday. The Sig Eps
could be heard in Seattle. Their loyalty is
amazing, especially knowing they had a
13-hour drive home after the game. (Some
even made it to class on Monday.) Although
happy with the win, Carroll was worried
about Jack Avina.
Tuesday, March 3.
The athletic office was buzzing. The opening round of the WCAC Tourney had seen
a big upset: Pepperdine, 10-17 in the regular
season, had beaten Gonzaga in Spokane.
The Bulldogs had finished second in the
league behind San Diego and were
unbeaten in WCAC play at home. With St.
Mary's also winning over USF, the seedings
may have given SCU a break. Santa Clara
would play the Gaels Friday night, while
Pepperdine faced San Diego in the opening game. Ed Kelly, SCU's superb ticket
manager, was inundated with ticket requests
and calls for this first-ever WCAC postseason event. Media interest picked up
because of the match-up between SCU and
SMC. Practice was intense. Dick Davey's
voice reached a deeper crescendo than
usual. Suddenly people seemed to realize
Santa Clara had a chance for an NCAA
berth.
.Thursday, March 5.
At the tournament media luncheon in Burlingame, Carroll did several interviews, and
spoke for a few minutes at the dais. As
usual, Carroll and the other participating
coaches were effusive in their praise of their
opponents. The pressure was on Hank Egan
of San Diego. Unless they won the tourna-
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A moment to savor: Carroll Williams's teams finished second seven times in the past 16 seasons, and
two teams, 1984 and 1985, played in NIT tournaments. But this was his first NCAA berth as head coach.

ment, San Diego (24-4) had no assurance
ofreceiving a berth in the NCAA Tourney.
Carroll left the luncheon early; practice was
scheduled and he had no choice. He usually
doesn't enjoy media gatherings because it
takes time away from preparation, but he
praised this one. His spirits were high.
Perhaps he sensed the opportunity at hand.
Friday, March 6
It was a day of nerves. Everyone was on
edge-yet confident. The Broncos had

"Carroll keeps a calm
exterior. But you could
sense the fire underneath."
-Mike McNulty

beaten SMC twice during the season and
seemed to match-up better against them
than any other team in the league. The
coaches drove to USF early to scout the
Pepperdine-San Diego game. The team arrived later on a chartered bus. There was
no concern about the arrangements because

of one person-team manager Dan Shaw.
There may be more organized people on
this earth, but it would stir a debate. This
is his third year with the team and he is as
much a part of it as any player. Hardly a
word was spoken on the bus. It was gameface time.
Pepperdine upset San Diego 64-63 in the
first game. Another good sign. USD had
beaten the Broncos badly on two occasions
during the season so a match-up with
Pepperdine obviously was preferred by the
coaches. But first came the Gaels.
At the half, things looked grim: SCU
trailed SMC 32-23 and the three starting
front-court players, Jens Gordon, Brian
Moody, and Dan Weiss, each had three
fouls. The crowd on both sides was
bonkers. There was almost a full house,
with St. Mary's fans on one side and Bronco fans on the other. Insults were prevalent,
but they're routine in this rivalry.
The second half was a thing ofbeautyfor Bronco fans. SCU got back in the game
in a hurry, closing the deficit to 34-30, as
senior Brian Moody scored on a lay-up,
Gordon had a thunderous reverse dunk, and
Burley hit a three pointer from the left
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Sophomore Jens Gordon (33) was the hands-down MVP choice for the
WCAC tournament and gave Bronco fans one of their few moments to

corner. Suddenly it was a game again and
the decibel level in the arena reached epic
proportions. With two minutes to go, the
Broncos took the lead when Gordon scored
on a rebound. It was 51-50 and the Gaels
would not score again. Although he is only
a sophomore, Gordon carried the load in
the second half. The 6'9" Salinas native
was starting to mature as a player.
The final was 55-50 and SCU was one
game away from the NCAA Tournament.
Pepperdine would be the opponent-and
they had ruined several Bronco seasons in
past years .
Saturday, March 7
The day began early for the coaches. A
walk through practice took place at 10 a.m.
From appearances, none of the staff had
slept much, but that was the last thing on
anyone's mind.
Coaches, players, and staff boarded the
SPRING 1987

cheer in the NCAA first-round match-up with Iowa, scoring 24 points,
in Tucson, Arizona.

bus for San Francisco at 5:15 p.m. in front
of Toso Pavilion. It was difficult for Carroll
to get aboard because so many friends kept
stopping by to wish him luck. In his 24
years at SCU, there aren't many high school
coaches or basketball aficionados he hasn't
helped at one time or another. Carroll has
been to the NCAA's on three occasions, in
1968, 1969, and 1970, each time as an
assistant to former Bronco coach Dick
Garibaldi. Carroll's teams have finished
second in the WCAC seven times in the
previous 16 seasons, and his 1984 and 1985
teams played in NIT tournaments. But this
could be his first NCAA bid. Ifhe was nervous, it didn't show. Carroll keeps a calm
exterior. But you could sense the fire and
anticipation underneath.
Again, the crowd was wild . There
weren't as many as Friday night, but this
time the majority were Bronco supporters.
As usual, the Sig Eps led the student

brigade. They had rallied behind the team
early in the year and seemed to be the
catalyst for student support, along with the
Bronco cheerleaders. Their enthusiasm
helped during down times in the regular
season. The Bronco locker room before the
game was a mixture of enthusiasm, silence,
and intensity.
Early in the game, it appeared SCU
would win going away. The Broncos led by
as many as 19 points in the first half,
posting a 37-23 advantage at the intermission. There was a sense, however, the game
would be closer.
Right! Pepperdine came back with a
vengeance, and with 10 minutes left in the
game, the Waves closed the deficit to 54-53.
Then two things happened. Carroll's wife,
Susan, sitting in the stands, said she "asked
Pat Malley for help," certain that the late
SCU coach was keeping tabs on this special
event. At the same time, Jens Gordon reSANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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turned to the front, after being sidelined for
several minutes while his head cleared from
a blow by an elbow. In the next four-and-ahalf minutes, Jens took charge of the game:
He hit a 17-foot jump shot, a 15-foot jumper
from the foul circle, a drive for a dunk, and
five straight free throws. With 4:03 left to
play, the score was SCU 69, Pepperdine 59.
The game was in hand. The last four
minutes seemed an eternity to Carroll and
his staff. Jim Jennings had waited a long
time for this moment. So had Sid and Bea
Williams, Carroll's parents, who rarely
miss a game. Tom O'Connor, Butch
Hamann, Paul Neilan, Jerry Kerr, and at
least 3,000 other Bronco fans were counting the seconds.
When it ended, there was bedlam on the
playing floor. Tears, hugs, kisses, yells, and
people everywhere. Jennings cried, Dick
Davey smiled, while Carroll was engulfed
by fans and players. The All-Tournament
team named junior guard Chris Lane and
junior forward Dan Weiss; Gordon was a
hands-down MVP choice. Ironically, no
Santa Clara player had been picked earlier
for the All-League team.
When the championship trophy was
presented to Carroll from WCAC Commissioner Mike Gilleran, he was isolated from
the masses. For several seconds he just
looked at it, uncertain what to do next. Suddenly the competitor in him took over, and
he thrust it high in the air with his left hand.
There was a deafening roar from the crowd.
No one could know how elated he must
have felt at that moment. He, Susan, and
friends Buck and Linda Polk often ate at
Lyon's Restaurant in Santa Clara after Bay
Area games. But on this night, a celebration
was in order : They dined at By-Th-Bucket
on Stevens Creek.
Sunday, March 8
The Broncos were in the NCAA Tournament. That was the good news. The bad
news, yet to come, was who they would face
in the first round. As the team and athletic
staff waited for the word in Leavey Center,
John Akers stopped by from the Mercury
News. He said he thought SCU would be
traveling to Salt Lake City (one of two
Western Regional first-round sites) to play
Iowa . Right team, wrong city. It was
Tucson, Arizona, with the Broncos against
the sixth-ranked Hawkeyes, in the first
game on Friday, March 12.
Monday, March 9
The media blitz hit the campus. Every
reporter (electronic and print) in the Bay
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Junior guard Chris Lane (L) and junior forward Dan Weiss were named to the All-Tournament
team, although , ironically, no SCU player had been picked earlier for the All-League team.

Area wanted an interview, or so it seemed.
The Mercury News sent three reporters, a
columnist, and a photographer. Television
cameras were everywhere. We were deluged with calls from Iowa media, asking,
''Are you a Division I school?" and "How
many black starters do you have?"
Thoughts of a circus came to mind.
The annual banquet (great timing!) was
in Benson Center that night. There were
more tears as the seniors said farewell. John
Turner, a four-year, non-scholarship player
from Daly City, said he hoped to become
a coach, adding that if he could teach his
future players one-tenth as much as Coach
Williams had taught him, he'd consider
himself a success. Carroll had given at least
five interviews this day and he was extremely tired. But after the banquet, he handled
another 15-minutes of air-time for a latenight San Francisco radio talk show.
Thursday, March 11
The team arrived in Tucson Wednesday
night. Some Bronco supporters were
already there, but the majority arrived this
evening. The hotel was exceptional, the
Radisson Suites. Carroll and Susan had a
huge "apartment." "I didn't realize we had
a guest bathroom until this morning," he
said at breakfast.
Public practice began at 1 p.m. Afterward, Carroll , Chris Lane, and Moody
were ushered to a press conference. Several
members of the vast press corps com-

mented on the players poise and intelligence. Iowa coach Tom Davis, who
formerly coached at Stanford, and Carroll
renewed acquaintances. Then it was back
to the hotel for some relaxation.
Friday, March 12
Game time was 12:07 p.m. , so the team was
up early. The vans left the hotel at 10:45,
to a loud send-off from cheer-leaders, the
ever-present Sig Eps, and countless other
fans. It was a stirring tribute to a team that
had over-achieved.
The game did not go as planned. Iowa
was too deep, too quick, and too talented.
It ended 99-76 for the Hawkeyes. Gordon
scored 24 points and Lane, 18, in very solid
individual performances. In the locker
room, after the game, once again there were
tears, but obviously for a different reason .
Carroll thanked the players, especially the
seniors. "We're going to get better," he said
to the rest.
The media again descended to talk with
Gordon , Lane, Moody, Weiss, and the
coaches. An hour later, it was all over.
Two magic weeks at Santa Clara had
come and gone. A young team had grown
up. A veteran coaching staff had been
rewarded. Loyal fans had a day in the sun.
■
And next year-?
Mike McNulty is the sports information
director at Santa Clara.
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Clark University President Richard Traina '58, at a convocation on campus: "There are some exceptional places where high quality people strong
'
traditions, and the time and location seem right!'

Richard P. Traina '58

Street Smarts in Academe

By Paul Hennessy
From the perspective of Richard P.
Traina-nearly three years into his first college presidency-the job requires equal
measures of diplomacy, being open to often
conflicting ideas, and "street smarts."
All these elements are evident in Traina,
49, a tall, gray-haired and athletic 1958
Santa Clara graduate who in July 1984
became the seventh president of Clark
University, a 100-year-old school of2,200
undergraduates and 500 graduate students
in Worcester, Massachusetts.
As a historian who specializes in
American diplomatic history, Traina is able
to draw parallels between academic and
political leadership. Clark, he said approvingly when he first assumed the reins,
seemed reminiscent of Henry Adam's
depiction of 12th-century France- ''AnarSPRING 1987

chy Within Unity."
A university resembling that description
would probably have frightened off more
timid souls, but Traina found it ideally
suited to his nature.

"I consider hiring the
very best faculty
to be a sacred trust!'
-Richard Traina

"There aren't that many attractive university presidencies," he said in an interview
after his inauguration. Citing higher education's financial, demographic, and current
political pressures as the position's

downside, he explained his reasons for accepting the Clark presidency by saying,
"There are some exceptional places where
high quality people, strong traditions, and
the time and location seem right. Somehow
this university has reached a moment of
equilibrium where people are able to be
fully individual and yet feel they're participating in a joint enterprise. As a
historian, I suggest those moments don't
last forever, but now is a good time to be
here."
Traina said he has been particularly impressed with debates over principles at
Clark. Such dialogue, on subjects ranging
from educational policy to divestiture of
South African investments, indicates to him
a "desire for integrity," he said, and
discourse of this type has been a magnet
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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throughout his academic career.
His recollection of Santa Clara is that its
"atmosphere involved a great deal of intellectual fire. That was a time when faculty
members earnestly engaged in intellectual
battles and still managed to respect each
other."
Traina, also expressed great respect for
the "professionalism of Santa Clara's faculty" and credits some, like the late historian
Edwin A. Beilharz and philosopher Austin
Fagothey, S.J., as having a lifelong influence on him and other classmates.
"I really valued my years at Santa Clara,"
he says. "We were taught everything from
autocracy to Christian communism. It was
a Jesuit education that didn't fit the
stereotype some observers might have of
indoctrination and rigidity. The style was
characterized by a respect for intellectual
order, completeness of thought and
systematic process. Much of that runs
counter to prevailing values today."
Santa Clara at the time, he said, "had an
unusual number of angular, dissenting
Jesuits who must have given the established
church fits, but who certainly presented
something other than a traditional outlook
on education."
He recalls with amusement that, after he
had gone on to the University of California at Berkeley where he earned his M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees in history, a faculty
member there gently chided him during a
discussion by saying, "Your Jesuit education is showing."
Today he praises the "magnificent"
graduate education he received at Berkeley
in the 1960s, but says campus life there was
more focused on political issues-often hot
topics of the day, such as the Free Speech
Movement-and involved less of the
"heady debate of timeless ideas" he found
at Santa Clara in the 1950s.
"I'd wager that most of us who followed
careers in higher education had enjoyable
undergraduate experiences," he says, but
adds he wouldn't necessarily have predicted
an academic career or a college presidency
for himself.
Growing up in San Francisco's tough
Mission District, Traina learned to think
fast and act decisively. When his family
moved to San Bruno, he applied these competitive lessons to sports and debating at
Capuchino High School, and won an
academic and basketball scholarship to
Santa Clara.
Playing in the era of such legends as
Kenny Sears and Gary Gillmor at Santa
Clara, and Bill Russell and K.C. Jones at
34
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"Most of us who followed careers in higher education had enjoyable undergraduate experiences."

USF, Traina describes his own abilities
modestly: ' ~ I had were pointy elbows so
I didn't last long."
Traina embarked on a teaching career by
joining the faculty at Wabash College, an
all-men's school in Indiana. After a brief
stint in local Democratic politics, he returned to academia as dean of the college
at Wabash from 1969 to 1974. Appointed
professor of history and dean of the college
at Franklin and Marshall in Pennsylvania
in 1974, he was named academic vice president in 1981. He served in that capacity until
his appointment as Clark's president in
July 1984.
Traina's scholarly and educational focus
can be seen in his major publications:
American Diplomacy and the Spanish Civil
Uilr and Present in the Past, the latter an
analysis of historical issues with contemporary analogies which he co-edited .
Following his work on improving the
preparation of high school students for college, he was principal author of a guideline
"What We Expect," a statement representing standards for 12 Pennsylvania colleges.
Traina and his wife, the former Margaret
Warner, have been very successful in
orienting their own four children to the
value of education. Their oldest daughter,
Cristina Traina Hutchinson is pursuing a
Ph.D. in religion at the University of
Chicago; Michelle Traina Riecke graduated
from Williams; Matthew attends Middlebury; and Michael is a top student and
basketball star at Doherty High School in
Worcester.
"I'm very proud of them," Traina says.
"They're all interesting kids and very different from one another."
That's not too surprising since their

father describes himself as a devout
"pluralist" who believes students should be
exposed to a variety of viewpoints and not
expected to agree on everything.
As an administrator, Traina favors a team
approach to problem solving and a reliance
on strategic planning. "We can't implement
a team or strategic approach unless we're
open, capable of sharing opinions and able
to disagree without disproportionate cost,"
he says. "A president's responsibility is to
keep the university's energies focused and
to articulate its vision. I also consider ensuring we hire the very best faculty to be
a sacred trust. If you hire the right people,
you get the right kind of problems."
Traina enthusiastically embraces such
presidential duties as fund-raising. "Some
people find fund-raising distasteful," he
says. "Maybe I'll discover it is in time, but
I believe most donors don't give simply out
of affection, but rather because they have
confidence in the institution and its leadership. Every gift is a reason to celebrate that
confidence and feel reinforced in what
we're doing. I don't find that distasteful
at all."
Looking ahead, Traina, a staunch advocate of private higher education's value
to American society, sees significant
challenges. Speaking of Clark's future, he
expresses a message that applies to all
private colleges and echoes his own early
experiences in the Mission District and at
Santa Clara.
"We must be very street smart in dealing with our challenges," he commented,
"but, at the same time, we have to keep our
vision high. If people don't have ideals at
a university, then their work becomes just
another job."
■
SPRING 1987

Santa Clara students in the 1940s had their
education altered dramatically during
World War II. Many were not able to return
to college; some eventually went on to other
universities; and those that did return to the
Mission campus, found themselves in a different class than the one they started in.
As alumni, this '40s group have enjoyed
their class reunions, but solid questions
about their "true" classes keep surfacing
because of their start-and-stop education.
Recently several of them made a suggestion
that makes good sense: Why not have an
annual reunion of all alumni of the 1940s?
The idea was suggested simultaneously but
separately by Pete Mandler '42 and by Tom
Fears and Fred Lautze, both class of '45.
The plan is for each class to have its own
reunion dinner at the five-year anniversaries, with a combined dinner for all other
'40s alumni the next night. To get it started,
we have reserved the weekend of June
26-Tl. Everyone who attended SCU during
the 1940s is welcome to attend.
Friday, June 26, separate class reunions
will be held on campus for the Class of
1942 and the Class of 1947. Saturday will
be a day of "Homecoming" for alumni
from class years 1940 to 1949. We have
planned a variety of offerings: a "Back to
the Classroom" program during the morning; an afternoon ofleisure, followed by a
Memorial Mass and dinner.

□
"From the Boys of '87," reads the inconspicuous inscription, chiseled on the
holy water fonts in the Mission Church. It
has been passed by all who have been to the
Mission since the church was reconstructed
in 1928. And now, many, many semesters
and quarters later, another Class of
'87-1987-has embarked upon a similar
project. Katie Collins and Brian Morten
have unified this year's seniors to follow the
spirit of the "boys of '87" and render back
to Santa Clara, through their class gift, a
reminder of what they, too, have received.
Obviously, there will be a slight difference
in the inscription, Katie points out.
Another fountain also deserves your attention. It is a solitary water filter used by
the Indians ofThamien, before Santa Clara
Mission was founded in 1777. This
reminder of the simplicity of life shared by
18th century residents of this valley, was
donated to the University by the family of
Gerald Harrington '28, who wanted to
return this artifact to its original location so
it could be enjoyed and appreciated by a
SPRING 1987

much larger audience. It is of special interest to us because it sits behind Donohoe
Alumni House.
A similar action by the Lloyd Milburn
family has enriched the University archives. Lloyd, class of '44, forwarded the
awards, mementoes, and chronologies of
Santa Clara College, earned and collected
after the turn of the century by his father,
Louis Milburn '13. These include his Nobili
Medal, block SC sweater, and a wide collection of early Redwoods, which are now
available for viewing in Orradre Library.
Louis' achievements at Santa Clara were
mirrored in his subsequent career, where
he became one of the foremost lawyers and
district attorneys in the State. His athletic
prowess led him to the Olympics, as well
as recognition as one of the charter inductees in Santa Clara's Athletic Hall of
Fame.

□
Spring Homecoming and Family Day, May
16, will again center around a morning
academic open house and an afternoon
barbecue. Besides reunions on Friday, May
15,for the classes of 1937, 1957, 1967 and
1977, there will be the annual Gianera
Society conclave on Saturday night. The
Natural Science alumni will forego their
usual dinner this spring for a morning symposium with the faculty. The engineering
alumni will again convene in newly
renovated Sullivan Engineering Center,
meeting with Dean Ken Haughton for a
"hands on" demonstration of the state of the
art in advanced engineering technologyCAD systems. Business and humanities
alumni are invited to Kenna Hall to hear
talks by Father Fran Smith, S.J., on
"Liberation Theology," and Father Ted
Mackin, S.J., on "Moral Decisions."
Besides the reunion classes, all other alumni and parents are encouraged to join in on
the 16th.

Jerry Kerr '61

events of your chapter, please check
Chapter Roundup in this issue and Alumni
Calendar in the Alumni Newsletter. The efforts of a great number of alumni leaders
are bringing the Alumni Association closer
to its goal of sponsoring alumni chapter activities in every area possible.
□
We solicit your nominations now for this
year's Athletic Hall of Fame selections,
scheduled to be awarded at the annual dinner on June 3 in Benson Center. Please send
your recommendations to the Alumni
Office, marked to the attention of the Hall
of Fame Selection Committee. The recent
success of Carroll Williams' basketball
team is a reminder of the 35th anniversary
of the "Final Four" quintet from Santa
Clara in 1952. Also note that the prior
teams of greatness in the 1940s will gather
to honor their mentor, Ray Pesco '33, at the
Faculty Club on April 25. Sam Alaimo,
Dave Mariani, and Dick O'Keefe have set
the lineup.
■

□
We have a number of new steps in place
along our chapter trail. Don Houghton '78,
Shawn French '76, and Grant Schmieder
'83 have formed a new chapter in Tucson.
Joe Tobin '40 and Tom Bannan '58 have
done likewise in Palm Springs. An interesting leadership change in Hawaii brings
about a first-both the president and
president-elect are alumnae: Janet Murphy
'72 and Alicia Cromwell '78, who replace
the ever-dependable duo of Galen Kam '57
and Ron Li '60. For news and coming

Jerry Kerr '61
Executive Director
Donohoe Alumni House
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time art teacher .. .Waddah Malas and his wife,
Abeer, live in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, where he is
general manager of Saudi Building Materials Est
.. . Paul Rosman, his brother Tom '79, fellow alumnus Kevin Murphy '81 and another friend own The
Oasis, a San Francisco nightclub .. . Edward Albini
is a CPA for Genentech in South San Francisco.

Making good in the old hometown
Greg Gray '72 applies a magic touch to real estate market

By Peg Major
Greg Gray '72, a fifth generation San
Josean, says his career as a real estate
broker/developer is due in part to his
father's prodding him in college.
"I worked summers in construction jobs.
One year the electricians went on strike and
construction came to a halt. I think Dad got
tired of seeing me around the house," Greg
says. "He told me to get a license-real
estate or insurance-so I'd have something
to fall back on when things like this happened." He followed his dad's advice and
chose real estate.
After getting a business degree in the
Mission Gardens in June 1972, Greg
traveled through Europe for six months
before returning to San Jose to find his first
"real" job. During that search, he decided
to tide himself over financially by selling
real estate part-time.
"I finally realized that no job I was being offered [in sales or marketing] would
pay me what I was already making in real
estate." That first year he earned $25,000,
a handsome salary for a young college grad
13 years ago.
Today Greg, 36, makes considerably
more money in his old hometown, heading
up G.R. Gray and Associates on The
Alameda. In 1986 the firm, which has a
sales staff of eight, pulled in $919,000 in
gross commissions.
Some of his recent success is the result
of couple of "lucky deals" ~e made with
the city of San Jose. One investment, an
86-year-old bungalow that he says was in
the right place at the right time, reaped a
profit of $420,000 for him and a partner in
1985.
In mid-March Greg was closing another
deal with the city to move 14 homes, which
are part of a redevelopment project, to an
11-lot parcel he owns on 20th Street. The
bungalow is included in the transaction.
"It's just one of those lucky things," Greg
says. "It's a perfect site for their project,"
which will preserve historic homes in a
special enclave in San Jose. He had no prior
knowledge of the city's relocation plan
when he bought the property, formerly a
nursery, in June 1986.
"I stumbled onto it when I was in the
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Greg turned a 1909 mortuary into this swank
office building in downtown San Jose, one of
the first properties he purchased. Built in the
1850s, it is one of the city's oldest. "Even my
mom told me not to buy it;' he said. Now it's
worth ten times what he paid for it.

redevelopment office inquiring about a
loan," he explains.
Greg could receive $500,000 in public
assistance-grants and low interest
loans-although his profit will be between
10 and 15 percent of the final sales price of
the homes.
"The man has a genius for this," one San
Jose city council member was quoted as
saying. "On the other hand, the program
came from the city. We had no idea we'd
be able to find someone with enough lots
to make this a reality."
Not all of Greg's investments have been
success stories, however. "I've had some
wounds over the years," he says. But he
himself admits they've been held to a
minimum. One reason, he thinks, is size.
"I operate in the whole spectrum, but in
a small way." For example, he owns seven
office buildings, all of them small by his

definition, and he has no vacancies,
although the office-market in San Jose is
badly overbuilt at present.
"I'm small enough to be flexible. I
remodel older buildings, and I've been able
to slide back and forth between commercial property, homes and townhouses."
Right now he has something brewing in
each of those areas.
With childhood friend and college buddy
Chuck Oliver '71 (MAE~75), he owns D.
B. Cooper's, a San Jose restaurant. "I'm a
general partner," Greg says. "Chuck is the
wild and crazy barmaster, and he's down
there every night. I'm home in bed by 9.
Chuck is perfect for the job. I wouldn't have
done it [the partnership] with anyone else."
Chuck also comes from San Jose. In fact,
years ago his father and Greg's father succeeded one another as exalted ruler of the
San Jose Elks.
Another boyhood pal is San Jose Mayor
Tom McEnery '67 (MN69). "We're good
friends. We both grew up in downtown San
Jose," Greg says. Tom and his family live
today in the house Greg grew up in, which
was built by Greg's grandfather.
Greg says his corning to Santa Clara was
more of a natural progression than a conscious decision. He had gone to Bellarrnine
and, along with some friends, gravitated to
SCU, with the encouragement of his family. His father, Ralph Gray, attended Santa
Clara before World War II interrupted his
studies in the 1940s; an uncle, Dick
Musante, graduated in business in 1951.
Greg still plays pick-up basketball at a
couple of athletic clubs he belongs to. "Just
like we used to at Leavey," he says. He also
plays racquetball and enjoys skiing-the
latter, at times, with his 7-year-old daughter,
Michele, who lives with him. "She's a good
little skier," says the proud father. "She
comes down diamond runs [for expert
skiers] with me."
The sense that Greg's "magic touch" will
continue is confirmed when he reveals that
he and another partner, Rich Cristina, hold
a piece of prime real estate across from the
new San Jose Convention Center. "We're
not sure what's going to happen there,"
Greg says.
■
But you can bet it won't be bad.
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THE WAY WE WERE-1943

'80 William Pang Chin Jr. owns the Asia Gardens
Restaurant Lynnwood, Wash. He and his wife, Mary
Anne, and daughter, Christine, live in Everett, Wash
.. . Rodrigo Gutierrez a microcomputer custom software business in Tijuana, B.C., Mexico, where he and
his wife, Sandra, live.

'77

Phyllis (Anderson) Ballentine (MAE) lives in
Fairbanks, Alaska, where she is director of the
Academic Achievement Academy.

'78

'81 Richard Beam is project manager for Michael
E . Morgan Construction, Inc., in Mountain
View .. .Charles "Buck" Buckingham is a sales
representative for Pacific Business Products, Inc., in
San Jose .. .Kathleen (King) Toomey and her husband,
Brendan '80, (JD '84) live in Los Altos. Kathleen is
a legal assistant coordinator for Kadison, Pfaelzer,
Woodard, Quinn & Rossi in Palo Alto.

'82 Jane Anderholt is a U.S. Army captain in the
Army Field Artillery in Lawton, Okla .. . Marque
Nock is a paralegal with Hoge, Fenton , Jones & Appel,
Inc ...William Yee works for !COT in San Jose as a
strategic planner. His home is in Fremont.
'83 Todd Backman lives in Northridge, where he
is assistant vice president-project office for Security
Pacific National Bank .. . Kevin Bowers is living in
Tearalzon, Victoria, Australia, for a year, conducting
basketball clinics, playing basketball and doing radio
and television interviews .. .Oare Creegan has earned
a master's degree in marketing from the University of
Lancaster, England. She was awarded an International
Foundation Rotary Scholarship from the West Valley
Rotary Club, which enabled her to complete her studies
abroad .. . Sabine King works for Unisys in Brisbane
as a senior marketing support representative. Her home
is in San Bruno . . . Lisa Kramer lives in San Francisco where she is the political coordinator for the
California Abortion Rights Action League ...
Marianne Nichols lives in Newport Beach and works
for Motorola Communications selling two-way radios
in the commercial market. .. Laurie Oldfield is the
chef at The Shadows, a San Francisco restaurant.
.. . Sherrie D. Gong was named vice president of
corporate human resources at Bank of America, San
Francisco, in January. She is the youngest person in
the history of the bank to become a vice president.

Supporting the War Bond effort in a drive
on campus, November 11, 1943.

'79

Diane Petroni (MFCC)is in private practice as
a marriage, family and child therapist and consultant
at the Alamaden Institute in San Jose . .. Jimmy Cook
(MBA) is vice president and general manager of PF
Industries, Inc. in Seattle, Wash ... Darcy (MBA) and
Fred Sixt (MBA) live in Los Altos. Darcy is a technical
writer for Hewlett-Packard and Fred is Western region
manager for Komatsu America . . . Dr. Charles T.
Thompson (MBA) has been named vice president of
mechanical products and marketing for Calma Company, the Milpitas-based subsidiary of the General
Electric Company, U.S.A.

'86 Laurie (Stees) Brummett is a claims adjuster
for Allstate Insurance in San Jose ... Matthew
Weingart has been commissioned as an ensign in the
U.S. Navy, graduating from Officers' Candidate School
in Newport, R.I.

'80 Charlotte Bridenbaugh (MA) is director of the
learning disabilities programs, speech and hearing, for
the Crippled Children's Society in Santa Clara.

ADVANCED DEGREES

'82 Barbara Collister (MBA) is the training and
development manager for Mentor Graphics Corporation of Beaverton, Ore. She makes her home in San
Jose .. . Eileen Keefe (MA) lives in Alameda and is
a rehabilitation counselor for the California State
Department of Rehabilitation . .. Pam Peterson
(MAEA) teaches in the multihandicapped program for
the Santa Clara County Office of Education . .. Donna
Smith (MA) became a Certified National Counselor
last September and is an individual, marriage and
family counselor for the Catholic Community Services
of Tacoma, Wash.

'67

David Gemmer (MBA) is president of Investment Research Company in Oakland.

'68 Ron Harder (MA) is principal of Louise Van
Meter elementary school in Los Gatos.

'85 Ken Beck works

Arthur Jaramillo (JD) is senior director and
treasurer of the Santa Fe, N .M., law firm of Jones,
Snead, Wertheim, Rodriguez & Wentworth.
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Jacqueline (West) Adorador (MA) is a speech
and language therapist for the Campbell Union School
District. Her home is in Saratoga ... Steven Boyer
(MBA) and his wife, Tamara, live in Los Altos. He
is vice president/systems director for telecommunication services with the Bank of America ... Rosanne
Dunnigan (MACP) does drop-out prevention counseling at the elementary school level for the San Jose
Unified School District . . . Joseph Fusco (MBA) lives
in San Francisco and is a management consultant for
Technical Pathways . . . Howard Peters (JD) is a partner in the intellectual property (patent, trademark,
copyright) law form of Phillips, Moore, Lempio &
Finley in San Francisco.

has entered the F. Edward Hebert School of Medicine
in Bethesda, Md., .. . Deborah Fietta teaches a bilingual first grade class at George Mayne Elementary
School in Santa Clara . . . John Loftus and his wife,
Ginger Lynne, make their home in Duarte. John is a
photographer and film reviewer for E.F.R. Publications
... Sheri (Bettencourt) Meyers lives in San Jose and
is an operations specialist for General Electric ... Lisa
Reed teaches kindergarten and first grade at Ponderosa
School in Sunnyvale . . . Danielle Weldon works for
Congressman Douglas Applegate in Washington, D.C.
as a staff assistant.

'84 Christopher Cheney is a representative for
McNeil Pharmaceutical in Mountain View .. .Carl
Duyn is assistant grocery manager for Albertson's in
Beaverton, Ore .. .Jenise Ellis works for the Pasadena
law firm of Williams, Berges, Sanford as a clerk and
is in her second year at Loyola Law School .. .William
Hardy lives in Honolulu and is a research assistant
in the Water Resources Research Center of the University of Hawaii, working in ocean and groundwater
research projects . . .Christy Kan tack works for
National Semiconductor in Sunnyvale .. . Shelley
Simmons is an assistant buyer of Evan Picone Sportswear for Macy's California in San Francisco. She is
also a volunteer for the San Francisco SPCA and an
adoption counselor in the Adoption Outreach Program
... Bill Vacnlin is an account executive with Dean
Witter Reynolds in Pleasanton.
for the Bank of America in
Sunnyvale. He lives in Cupertino . . . Mark Cabral is
a field engineer for Pacific Gas & Electric in Cupertino
.. . Mike Coprivizza works for Advanced Circuits in
Santa Clara Air Force 2nd Lt. Kenneth Christensen

. . . Henk Evenhnis (MBA), of Danville, is the new
chief financial officer and vice president of finance
for Corvus Systems in San Jose . . . Patricia Sherman
(MA) is a licensed marriage, child, and family therapist
and a certified clinical hypnotherapist, practicing in
both Modesto and Menlo Park. She has had specialized
training with the Child Sexual Abuse Treatment Program in San Jose, and treats the effects of sexual abuse
in children and adults.

'70

Ralph E. Boyce (MBA) and his wife, Florence,
live in Rockville, Md. Ralph is serving as a medical
computer systems expert at the National Institute of
Health in Bethesda, Md . He and his family will be
returning to the Santa Clara area this summer.

'71

David J. Bishop (JD) is associated with the
Oakland law firm of Van de Poet, Strickland &
Haapala . .. Roger B. Menard (MBA) is president of
Kaufman and Broad, South Bay, Inc., in Fremont, a
member of the Peninsula Center for the Blind board
of directors, and served as vice president of the Community Event Council . He and his wife, Mimi, and
children, Matt and Lindsay, live in Los Altos Hills.

'75

'76

Diego Certa (MA) lives in Campbell and is the
head counselor at Overfelt High School in San Jose

'81 Deborah Duda (MBA) is the international
treasury manager for Apple Computer. She lives in
Mountain View.

'83 James E. Alexander (MBA) has joined
TeleVideo Systems, Inc., of Sunnyvale as senior vice
president of sales and marketing ... Louise Burton
(MACP) is a child and adolescent therapist for North
County Mental Health in Santa Clara County . . .John
Kiely (MA) teaches English at Santa Clara High
School and is interning with Process Therapy Institute
of Los Gatos .. . Jean Rice (MBA), formerly with Hill
and Knowlton in San Jose, has formed a communications consulting firm, Jean Rice & Associates,
specializing in corporate communications, investor
relations and community relations.
'84 Susan Douglas (MA) is the assistant principal
of San Martin/Gwinn School in the Morgan Hill
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Unified School District. . .The Rev. G. Richard

Millard (MAPC) is pastor ofTrinity·Episcopal Church

John Rogers, All American recruiter

in San Jose .. .Wilfred Weeks, Jr., is a marriage,
family, and child counselor in Menlo Park.

He helped bring athletic fame to Santa Clara

'85 Sharon Madhvani (MACP) does family therapy
with adolescent patients and their families at Monte
Villa Hospital in Morgan Hill. She is also in private
practice ... Julie Parranto (JD) is a clerk in the law
office of Joseph W. Carcione, Jr., in Redwood City.

John Rogers: Bronco booster

John Rogers, who will be 89 years old
June 25, doesn't really need a diploma
from 1923 to remind him that he's had
a long-standing relationship with Santa
Clara.
Nevertheless he came to the campus
this past winter seeking a replacement
for the one he had lost somewhere during his life's travels. The registrar's
office was happy to oblige.
Rogers, who has lived in the same
house in Santa Clara for the past 40
years, was also on campus in January for
the 50th reunion of the championship
Sugar Bowl team, because Rogers had
a hand in that-and in other past athletic
glories at SCU as well.
From about 1935 until the University
discontinued football after the 1952
season , Rogers helped the athletic
department, performing duties that
ranged from recruiting student-athletes
to managing ticket sales.
Ticket sales in the 1930s were no
small task; neither was the recruitment
of athletes. After the 1933 season, it was
estimated that Santa Clara_ had played
before 250,000 fans.
Those were heady times for Coach
Buck Shaw's Bronco teams, including
sell-out crowds of 60,000 in Kezar
Stadium in San Francisco when the
Broncos met Saint Mary's Gaels. Before
the outbreak of World War II temporarily ended intercollegiate competition,
Santa Clara also scored a pair of backto-back wins in the Sugar Bowl on New
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Year's Day in 1937 and 1938, and
developed many outstanding football
players-including All Americans Nella
Falaschi, Al Wolff, John Schiechl, and
Ken Casanega-all recruited by Rogers
("John's boys," they were called) .
Rogers recruited many other Santa
Clara athletes, including Francis Cope;
he seemed to have a natural talent for it.
But he didn't start out to work in athletic
administration.
After graduating from Santa Clara
Preparatory in 1923, he went to work for
Bank of Italy (which later became Bank
of America) in San Francisco. In 1928,
he was married and went to work as an
insurance salesmen with New York Life.
But early in the next decade, he "put a
foot in the door" at the athletic department at SCU and began to do some
recruiting while he sold insurance.
Finally, around 1939, he came to work
at SCU full-time.
Rogers and his wife of 59 years,
Helen, had four children, two of whom
are Santa Clara alumni: Lloyd Rogers
'55 and Pat Rogers '64.
When son Pat arrived at Santa Clara
as a freshman, he switched from
baseball to football, and played defensive end and center on the late coach Pat
Malley's early teams, between 1960 and
1964.
In January, Pat Rogers accompanied
his father to the Sugar Bow1 reunion on
campus. It was, he says, a touching experience. "Dad and all the others had a
ball. They were so happy to see each
other-they couldn't stop talking. I just
stood in the background and observed.
Several thanked dad for bringing them
to Santa Clara. One said that if it hadn't
been for dad, he wouldn't have gone to
Santa Clara and had such a good education."
That encounter reminded Pat how
much Santa Clara means to him as well:
"It made me realize how that quality that
is so distinctive about Santa Clara has
persisted through the years. There's a
special ingredient at Santa Clara that I
don't find at other schools. I know my
■
dad feels that way, too."

'86 Donna Blank (MA) is a nursing supervisor for
Carepoint Personal Services in Cupertino .. . Pat De
Marlo (MA) works for the Cupertino Union School
District as an administrative intern in the Human
Resources/Community Development Department
.. .Turence Ryan (MACP) is a mental health specialist
at the Adult and Child Guidance Clinic in San Jose.

SHOW SOME CLASS
You know how much you enjoy reading about
your classmates. Now it's time for you to send
news about yourself and/or your family to Doris
Uhlendorf, Class Notes Editor, Donohoe Alumni
House, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara,
Calif. 95053. That's all there is to it!

October 4, in the Mission Church . Their home is in
Moraga ... Gerald Sarmento to Helen Woodman, on
September 20, at the Menlo Park Presbyterian Church.

'85 George Condon III

to Sheila Whetstone, on
December 13, at the Mission Church.

'84 To Colleen (Thygesen) Tate and her husband,
their second child, Erin Colleen, on May 28 in Austin
Texas.

BIRTHS
'68 To Jerry and Katie (Anderson '74) Mugnolo,
their third child, Anne Katherine, on July 14 in San
Jose.

'75 Richard L. Jones to Sandra L. Johnson, on
September 20, aboard the Captain Hornblower yacht
on San Francisco Bay. They live in Fremont . .. David
R. Guercio to Mary McGareyon, on July 26, at
Hollins House in Santa Cruz. Their home is in San
Jose.
'78 Sharon M. Davis (MBA ' 83) to Kevin C.
Thompson, on November 8, in the Carmel Mission.
They live in Sunnyvale . .. Tom Mailhot to Kristi
Anderson, on Sept. 6, at the Carmelite Monastery in
Santa Clara.
'79 Lisa Kieraldo to Dick Turney, on August 30, in
the Mission Church. They live in Seattle.

'80 Ron Caton to Victoria Sund, in May, in Santa
Rosa .. . Edwin Mendence to Rozalyn Williams, on
August 30, in the Mission Church. They make their
home in San Jose ... David Samson to Cathy
Dunsmore, on September Zl, at Sacred Heart Church
in Sacramento . . . Jackie Smith (MBA '86) to Steve
Gingerich on September 28 in St. Nicholas Church
in Los Altos .

'81

Edwin Abate to Pauline Chou, on Oct. 25, in
the Santa Clara Mission. Their home is in San Jose
. . .Tom Adza to Janet Kaufman at Mills College in
Oakland, where they live.

'82 Claire Penick to William Hagman on July 20
in the Mission Church. Their home is in Menlo Park.
'83 John Belford to Brigid O'Neill, on June Z7, in
Omaha, Neb ... Mary Garvey to Michael Pierce, on
November 29, in the Mission Church. They live in
Santa Clara ... Randal McCahan to Raylene Harvey
on August 16 in the Church of the Valley in Santa Clara.
They make their home in San Jose .. . John Parden
to Mary Morrissey, on August 23, in the Church of
the Immaculate Heart of Mary in Belmont . They live
in Redwood City.
'84 Margarita Nogueira to

'74 To Jerry Grant and his wife, Kim, their third
child, Mark Austin , on July 17 in Phoenix, Ariz ... To
Tom Zipse and his wife, Sheri, their first child,
Matthew August , on November 20 in Mountain View.

'75 To Jean (Haltiner) Isaacs and her husband , Paul,
their second son, Daniel George, on May 16 in
Redwood City ... To Captain Richard A. Sajac and
his wife, Ann, their second son, Andrew Dodd, on
October Zl in San Francisco.
Michael , their first child, Alexandra Jeanne, in San
Francisco on December 5 . . .To John and Catherine
(Preece) Patton, their second child, Michael , on
December 17 in Piedmont. .. To Mame (Campbell)
and Doug Salin '77, a son, Zachary Campbell , on
January 7 in San Francisco.

'77 To Barbara (Miller) See and her husband , Bob,
their first child, Diana Laurellen , on May 31 in
Hollister. .. To Denise (Wakefield) Tryon and her
husband, Tom, their third child, Walter William, on
December 20. They live in Angels Camp with
daughters, Elizabeth , and Kate .
'78 To Lisa (Santana) Bakewell and her husband,
Thomas, a daughter, Laura Elizabeth, on December
15 in San Jose . . .To Dan Caserza and his wife,
Theresa, a daughter, Melanie Rose, on October 17.
Their home is in San Jose . . .To Jim Esposito and his
wife, Luann, their first child, Alex Joseph, on February
9. Their home is in Santa Clara .. .To Helena
(Maasen) Hall and her husband, Greg, their first
child, Laree Rose, on August 16. They live in Sioux
Falls, S.D . . .To Jon and Gina (Stanziano '79)
Matthews, their second child, Jason Nicholas, on
August 4. They make their home in Palo Alto.
'79 To Theresia (Bridgham) and Heinz Binder
(JD), a son, Christian Paul, on September 30 in San
Jose ... To Paul Hurko and his wife, Patty, identical
triplet boys on January 19. Andrew Michael,
Christopher John , Stephen Francis and their parents
live in Santa Clara.

'81

To Mike and Brigid (Modena) Benham, a son,
Keith Albert, on September 25 in San Mateo ...To
Cathy (Semans) Donnellan and her husband, Eddie,
a daughter, Maya Donnellan Semans, on January 21
in Baltimore, Md ...To Armida (Lacarruba) Giglio
and her husband , Salvatore, their first child, Ross
Michael, on August 5 in San Mateo.

'82 To Stephanie (Williams) and Tim Houlihan,
a son, Brian Patrick, on December 17.

Gabriel Ramirez on,
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'85 To Kathleen (Mahaney) Daniel and her husband, Christopher, a son, Joshua Thomas, on
December 10 in Seaside.

'72

To Jack D. Marquis (MBA) and his wife, Sue,
their third child, Stephen Gayrard , on July 23. Their
home is in San Carlos ... To John and Silvia
(Rodriguez '75), a son, Michael Albert, on December
24 in San Jose.

'76 To Sandra (Stockton) Kokesh and her husband,

MARRIAGES

'83 To Barbara (Matthews) Anderson and her
husband , James, a daughter, Alexis Elizabeth, on
December 2, in San Jose ... To Gary and Cristina
(Evezich '84) Wheatley, a daughter, Anna, on March
9 in Kirkland, Wash.
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DEATHS
'19 Louis A. Bergna, a member of Willow Glen's
first city council and the father of longtime Santa Clara
District Attorney Louis P. Bergna '44 JD '48, died
on March 7 after a short illness. He was 89. His studies
at SCU were interrupted in 1918 by a stint in the U.S.
Navy as a corpsman. Mr. Bergna worked for Standard
Oil Co. and had his own garage for many years. He
served on the city council during the short time in the
1920s and '30s when Willow Glen was an incorporated
city and was also a captain in the city's fue department. Later, he worked as the superintendent of the
county corporation yard . An avid gardener, he raised
over 200 kinds of camellias. Mr. Bergna is survived
by his wife, Cecelia; two sons, Louis P. and George,
both of Saratoga; and two daughters, Florence Barbieri
and Elsie Luchessa, both of San Francisco.

'23 Hayden Pitman died recently at his home in
McMinnville, Ore. For 46 years, from 1915 to 1961,
the father-and-son combination of Cornelius and
Hayden Pitman held the office of Santa Clara County
Assessor. Hayden succeeded his father, Cornelius, as
assessor in 1934 and served until he retired in 1961.
He was re-elected assessor six times without opposition . Mr. Pitman was born in San Jose and served in
the Army during World War I. He was president of
the California Association of Assessing Officers and
vice president of the national organization of assessors.
He is survived by his wife, Marjorie; a daughter,
Patricia Russell; a son, Hayden, Jr.; nine grandchildren
and 12 great grandchildren .

'30 Eugene E. Col, on February 16. His home was
in Los Gatos.
'33 James A. O'Neil, on December ll, in San Francisco of kidney failure. He is survived by his wife,
Mary, and sons, Alan, Owen, and John.

'36 Patrick Largey MacDonald, on November 13,
at his Finley Point, Mont., home of natural causes.
He was born into a pioneer Montana family in Butte
in 1914. He graduated from Bellarmine Preparatory
before coming to SCU. He studied law at Stanford and
earned a law degree from Montana in 1940. During
World War II, he served in the U.S. Navy, from 1942
to 1946, spending three years as a combat intelligence
officer in Australia, New Guinea , the Philippines,
Korea, and Shanghai. He was awarded two bronze stars
and attained the rank of lieutenant commander.
Employed by the Anaconda Company for 35 years,
he served as business manager and legal officer for
their Montana operations, as well as their governmental
affairs officer. He was the founder of the Montana
International Trade Commission, director of the First
Metals Bank of Butte, and president of the Butte Water
Company. He is survived by his wife, Virginia; two
daughters, Victoria Harrison of San Diego and Mary

of Ketchum, Ida.; and two sons, Gregory of Seattle,
Wash. , and Mark of Polson, Mont.

'37 A. S. "Steve" Belick, who served as Santa Clara
City Clerk for more than 30 years, on March 13, of
a heart attack. He was 72. A native of Arizona, he was
in the U. S. Army during World War II and served in
the Battle of the Bulge and with occupation forces in
Frankfurt, Germany, before he was discharged as a
major. In 1946, he became city auditor for Santa Clara
and was appointed city clerk in 1952 . He was elected
and re-elected from 1953 until he retired in 1983. He
was a member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, the
AMSLAV Men's Club, the SCU President's Club, and
the Board of Fellows. He is survived by his wife,
Gerry ; daughter, Carol Midgley of San Francisco; and
son, Stephen of Aptos.
'37 William J. Gaspar, on February 22, in Fresno.
'38 Demosthenes M. Vanvales, on January 12, in
Long Beach.

'46 Michael M. Mattingly, on February 4. His home
was in Carmichael.
'62 Larry J. Kaaha, on January 18, of heart failure .
He is survived by his wife, Virginia, of Los Altos.
Father of Kevin, Gregory, Jason and the late
Christopher Kaaba. Grandfather of Kiana . A native
of San Francisco, he was 46.
'66 William A. Ravizza, on January 22, of a heart
attack at the family ranch in Patterson. He was 43. A
descendant of Santa Clara Valley pioneers, he ran the
family 's three ranches in the San Joaquin Valley. He
is survived by his mother, Mary; two brothers,
Richard '71 and Robert; and a sister, Anna Muhilly.

'75 Elizabeth (Oppenheimer) Pena, on January 4,
in Makati Rizal, Philippines, of leukemia. Elizabeth
was executive vice president of Interpacific Transit,
Inc., in that city. She is survived by her husband, Juan
'75.
'79 Matt Tonkovich, on December 28, in an auto
accident in San Francisco, where he made his home.
He was a stockbroker with Blyth Eastman Paine
Webber.
'80 Russell Gene Simon (MBA) , on January 17, in
Kaplan, La. He was a cost accounting manager for the
Memorex Corporation, division of Burrough, in Santa
Clara.
'84 D3\m Maggard, on January 18, in a private plane
crash near Lake Tahoe. The single engine Cessna
Cardinal, piloted by Joan's father, went down within
minutes of take-off, bound for San Jose's Reid-Hillview
Airport. Other victims of the crash were her parents,
Harold and Joan; and her fiance, Dan Lofstrand.
SCU COMMEMORATIVE BOOK FUND
Contributions to this program are used to purchase books for Santa Clara's libraries. Each
volume acquired bears a bookplate in permanent
recognition of the person honored or memorialized, and the name of the donor. The University notifies the honorees and informs the family
or friends of the deceased of gifts made in
lwnorem or in memoriam. Donors also receive
an acknowledgment of their gifts from the
University. Ordinarily a gift of $25 covers the
cost of a book. For more information, please call
(408) 554-4400 or write to Book Fund, Varsi
Hall, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, Calif.
95053.
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PROMISES WE KEEP

Jack Kuehler '54 is a master at balancing his time
Making room for service, recreation, and a professional career.
Jack Kuehler '54 has no problem filling his
days, with responsibilities that include being part of International Business Machine's
top corporate management.
On March 31, he was named executive
vice president, with responsiblity for IBM's
Federal Systems Division. He also continues as overseer of the technology and
high-end computer systems groups, a
worldwide operation.
Still, the SCU trustee and School of
Engineering Advisory Board member,
finds time to fly from New York to attend
meetings of both boards, as well as to attend a few other assorted university-related
meetings.
. Kuehler also fits in duties as a member
of the board of directors of the National
Association of Manufacturers, Cornell
University's Engineering Advisory, MIT's
Visiting Committee for Sponsored
Research, the National Academy of
Engineering, the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, and Olin Corporation's board of directors. Oh, yes, and he's

You can always find
the time to do
the things you enjoy.
a trustee for the American Institute of Contemporary German Studies at Johns
Hopkins University and the New York Hall
of Science.
Leisure, you say? Sure, he makes time.
He skis five or six times per year, skippers
boats (he has owned several power and sail
boats) and flies planes. (He's had a private
pilot's license since 1952, when he struck
a deal with then SCU professor Robert
Nau: Kuehler rented the plane and Nau, a
licensed instructor, provided free lessons.
(Today he has his private multi-engine instrument rating and his wife, Carmen Ann,
also flies.)
"You can always find time to do the
things you enjoy," Kuehler said in a
telephone interview from his office at
IBM's Armonk, New York, headquarters.
That philosophy probably best sums up his
life.
While he was an undergraduate, he was
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Kuehler: IBM's new executive vice president

a member of the ski club, the Sanctuary
Society, The Sodality (now Christian Life
Community), the Engineering Society, the
water polo and wrestling teams, and played
intramural sports. He also worked on
KSCU-FM Radio. After receiving a
bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering in 1954, he worked as a design engineer
for General Electric Co. , then was on
special assignment for the U.S. Army as a
nuclear supervisor for the Atomic Energy
Commission. He returned to land a job as
an associate engineer in IBM's San Jose
Research Lab and worked toward his
master's degree part time in Santa Clara's
Early Bird engineering program and part
time at San Jose State University. At the
same time, he and Carmen Ann were busy
raising their five children.
"Those were young and foolish days," he
said with a chuckle. He took each day as
it came, and had no plans to leap up the
career ladder at IBM.
"I've enjoyed every job I've ever had,"
he said. "I've never thought it was time to
move to the next position because I hadn't
finished the last job yet."
But move he did. From San Jose to New
York in 1966, then to Raleigh, North
Carolina, where he directed the Raleigh
communications laboratory, then back to
San Jose, where he led development of disk
files and storage devices from 1970 to 1977,
and finally back to New York. He became

president of the systems products division
which, under his direction, announced the
4300-a landmark system technologically.
His current position comes after 28 years
with the corporation. In a story datelined
April 1, the Wall Street Journal reported
that, according to one analyst, Kuehler
"seems to be in line" for the presidency at
IBM.
Many of those who know Kuehler expected no less. SCU Engineering Dean
Kenneth Haughton, who met Kuehler when
the two worked together at IBM in 1958,
described him as "extremely dynamic,
decisive, and sensitive."
But as a high school graduate, those
qualities were not as well defined.
Kuehler's plans consisted of getting a job
and buying a car in lieu of college. Then
his "very wise" Irish grandmother and his
parents persuaded him to try Santa Clara
for a year. Soon, he was hooked. His
dedication to Santa Clara has remained
strong. He served as a regent from 1978 to
1981, before being named to the Board of

His "very wise" Irish
grandmother persuaded him
to go to Santa Clara.
Trustees in 1982. He was instrumental, too,
in the recent campaign that raised funds for
a new building and extensive remodeling of
the Sullivan Engineering Center.
"I believe in the University and what it
stands for, and in the administration and
what they're trying to do;' Kuehler said. "I
would like to give back some of the things
Santa Clara gave me."
What are those gifts? "I don't think
degrees in and of themselves are that different," Kuehler said. "But Santa Clara also
offers the framework of an ethical value
system. That's helped me be a successful
businessman.''
Kuehler's dream for the future is to spend
a year with his wife on a boat cruising from
the coast of Maine to the Virgin Islands.
And Santa Clara?
"I'll be around as long as they'll have
me," he said.- Barbara Wyman
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Lou
Mariani
"In my family there are
no IOUs. Whoever needs
help, gets it:'
Lou Mariani, Sr., literally blew onto the
Santa Clara campus in the mid-1930s, a
high school trumpet player from Cupertino,
recruited by the University's marching band
to augment its slim ranks.
"There were about 20 of us kids who
played for Santa Clara in those days,"
Mariani recalls. Those were years of nationally ranked football and basketball
teams and the spirit was high. The tradeoff
for the young musicians was they were admitted free to SCU's games and other
events-wherever the band played.
That was the first in a string of connections between Lou Mariani and Santa Clara
that now span a half-century.
A savvy agribusiness leader, Lou currently serves on SCU's Boards of Fellows
and Regents; on advisory boards for the
Leavey School of Business and the Institute
of Agribusiness; and as a trustee of the
Bronco Bench Foundation.
He and his wife, Justine, capped those
achievements, however, last year when they
were named the 14th Founders of Santa
Clara, in recognition of their lifetime contributions to SCU, primarily for endowed
scholarships for needy students.

□
Lou's life story is a retelling of the
American Dream. Born in Yugoslavia , he
was 10 years old when he and his family arrived in this country to begin life on a small
Cupertino farm in 1928. The early years of
hard work, shared by every member of the
Mariani family, were even harder after the
Great Depression of 1929 settled in for
several years.
Lou, his brother and sisters could speak
no English when they enrolled in the public
schools in Cupertino. Lou completed Fremont High School in Cupertino in three
years because he was needed to help on the
ranch. It ended his formal education.
He married his high school sweetheart,
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Lou Mariani: A savvy agribusiness executive.

Justine Doyle, and they moved into a small
house on the ranch property. With the advent of World War II, Lou joined the Navy,
shipping off to boot camp in Norfolk ,
Virginia, as an apprentice seaman in the
Seabees, the Navy's construction unit. Four
months later he was in North Africa, helping build runways for American bombers;
five months after that, he was back in the
states, assigned to managing a 40-acre apple farm in Rhode Island for the Navy.
Justine was able to be with him in Rhode
Island. They lived in a tiny apartment that
cost $125 a month. Lou's seaman's pay produced $95 a month; the balance was paid
by his father. But Lou didn't repay the debt.
"In my family there are no IOUs or
notes. Whoever needs help, gets it." The
family is the framework for the philosophy
that guides his life.
After his Navy discharge in 1945, Lou
and his brother, Jack, continued in the family fruit and nut operation begun by their
father and his two brothers. The few orchards in Cupertino in the 1920s grew to
sprawling landholdings in five counties, and
the Marianis became known worldwide for
the growing, packaging, and marketing of
fruits and nuts.
The family also engages in many other
business ventures, but, Lou says,
agriculture is the family's first love.
Lou and Justine have three sons, each active in the family business. Lou, Jr., who
graduated with a business degree from
SCU in 1977, is the controller; Martin and
Jack, agribusiness graduates of University
of California at Davis, run a fully integrated
fruit and walnut operation in Yolo County.
"They run the business," Lou said,
describing his function today as advisory.

"I'm very proud of them ."
Recently a rancher-friend asked him how
he'd managed to persuade his sons to stay
with the family operation, something the
friend had been unable to do.
"It's simple," Lou explained. "They own
90 percent of it, and Justine and I have the
rest."
Giving, whether to his sons or to an institution like Santa Clara or other charities,
is second nature to Lou. It comes in part
from his family training, and, he says, from
his "field experience" as executor of three
big estates by the time he was 38 years old.
"I saw what can happen to large estates.
It was a lesson that taught me how to give
mine away.'' He began systematically to do
that when he was 39. "That's why our
children own most of the business," he says.

□
The Marianis' current project with Santa Clara is a charitable lead trust, which
Lou himself first mapped out at home, using lined yellow pads and a pocket
calculator.
It provides Santa Clara with a guaranteed
annuity interest payment for a 12 year
period. At the end of the term, however, the
remainder of the trust value, which continues to grow during the 12 year period,
then will provide an annual income for
many more students for years to come.
Also at the end of the agreement, the real
property (held in trust for the term), including the appreciation, reverts tax-free to
whomever the donor designated at the time
the trust was formed .
This charitable lead trust is another way
Lou and Justine have found to help students
at Santa Clara because the annuity provides
annual assistance to 20 · or more
undergraduate students from middleincome families who are ineligible for other
need-based financial assistance. All recipients of the scholarships, at the donor's
stipulation, are made aware of the source
of the funds in the hope that after graduation, they too will become supporters of
■
Santa Clara. - Peg Major

Promises~ Keep is a regular feature of Santa
Clara Magazine. It tells the story behind some
of the special gifts to the University. For information about life income plans, please call
Susan Gonczlik, director of planned giving at

scu,

(408) 554-4400.
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Forecasting Trends in the New Supreme Court
Five of the seven justices were picked by Deukmejian
By Gerald
With Malcolm Lucas sworn in as chief
justice, and Justices John Arguelles, David
Eagleson, and Marcus Kaufman confirmed
as associate justices, the "Deulanejian
Court" is ready to go to work. Including
Justice Edward Panelli, the governor now
has five appointees on the seven-justice
court. What difference will it make?
Shifts in the philosophy of a court are
seldom marked by dramatic upheavals.
Although the removal of three justices
last November has been described in
earthquake-like terms, the shifts will take
several years to play themselves out. Three
fault lines are clearly discernable, though .
First, we can anticipate a more conservative approach to all of the issues
presented to the court. For decades, the
California Supreme Court has been
described as a court on the cutting edge of
the law, casting aside precedents to chart a
whole new course. The state constitution
was utilized to chart an independent course
in which decisions of the U.S. Supreme
Court were rejected. Those days are over.
Governor Deukmejian's new appointees
have extensive track records. An examination of their opinions reveals a much more
cautious approach. To some extent, this
may reflect their role as intermediate
appellate judges. They didn't have the same
freedom to break new ground enjoyed by
California Supreme Court justices, who
have the last word. But more importantly,
a significant difference in judicial
philosophy is at work. That difference in
philosophy was already seen in the divided
opinions that emerged from the Bird Court,
where Justice Malcolm Lucas was frequently a dissenter. Many of his views will
now find approval by a majority of the
justices.
Although conservatives are noted for
their respect for precedent, the new chief
justice has frequently voiced opinions that
previous cases were "incorrectly decided"
and should be "reexamined." The cases on
this list include some key interpretations of
the Briggs death penalty initiative, which
could affect dozens of death penalty cases,
and a ruling that prohibits lawyers from
using peremptory challenges to excuse
jurors on grounds of race or other group
bias.
Second, we can anticipate greater
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F. Uelmen

deference to the discretion of trial judges
than we saw in decisions of the Bird Court.
Chief Justice Bird was appointed to the
California Supreme Court with no prior
judicial experience. Although both Justices
Grodin and Reynoso had sat on the courts
of appeal, neither had ever sat as a trial
judge. A tendency to limit the scope of
discretion vested in trial judges could oc-

casionally be detected in their opinions, and
reversals which required a finding of an
"abuse" of discretion were not uncommon.
Chief Justice Lucas, on the other hand, is
a veteran of four years as a trial judge in
the superior court and 13 more as a federal
district court judge. Justice Edward Panelli
logged 11 years on the superior court bench
before moving up the appellate ladder. With
the exception of Justice Kaufman, the new
nominees are also seasoned trial judges.
Justice Arguelles sat as a superior court
judge for 15 years in Los Angeles before his
elevation to the court of appeal. Justice
Eagleson is a 14 year veteran of the L.A.
Superior Court, including a stint as presiding judge. Thus, Governor Deukmejian's
appointments have collectively infused the
California Supreme Court with 57 years of
trial-court experience. That experience will
certainly emerge when the court considers
issues such as whether the admission or
exclusion of evidence is an abuse of discretion. Justices who "have been there" will
have greater confidence in the discretion of
trial judges and greater reluctance to
second-guess their judgment calls.
Third, the court will have a "southern
tilt" for the first time in its history. For
more than a century, the California
Supreme Court has been dominated by
judges from Northern California, with a

minority of Southern California "commuters." The new chief justice is the only
"commuter" left from the Bird Court. All
three of the defeated justices were from
Northern California, and those nominated
to replace them are all from Southern
California. The potential impact of such a
geographic shift cannot be dismissed lightly. Many controversies that find their way
to the high court present the divergent interests of North versus South. The place a
judge calls home can profoundly affect his
or her perspective on these issues. This
change should also be put in the context of
a dramatic shift of political power to
populous Southern California. In the
November 1986 election, Southern Californians captured every statewide office except
lieutenant governor.
These three shifts-to the right , to
greater deference for trial judges, and to the
South-could produce some dramatic
changes in results, especially when they all
converge in the same case. The area where
such a confluence is most likely is environmental law. Consider, for example,
how the new court would approach a case
such as National Audubon Society v.
Superior Court. In that case, the Bird Court
imposed the public trust doctrine as a
limitation on the contractual rights of Los
Angeles to divert the flow of water into
Mono Lake. Only Justices Mosk and
Broussard remain of the seven justices who
decided that case in 1983. A more conservative court will have little sympathy for the
revolutionary "public trust" doctrine, still
in its infancy. Deference for trial court
discretion may be readily translatable into
deference for the discretion exercised by
administrative agencies, such as the State
Water Board, which upheld the diversion.
And a Southern tilt can profoundly affect
the flow of water from North to South.
In turning out Chief Justice Bird and
Justices Grodin and Reynoso, California
voters were certainly voicing deep frustration with the court's decisions in death
penalty cases. Although we're likely to see
more affirmances in death penalty cases,
even more significant shifts may emerge in
the hundreds of other cases in which the
California Supreme Court weaves the fabric
■
of our law.
Gerald F. Uelmen is dean of the School of Law
at Santa Clara.
Point of View represents the opinion ofthe author
and does not reflect the position or official policy
of Santa Clara University.
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Stalking Self-Esteem
What's absurd about trying to get
at the root of our social ills?
By John Vasconcellos '54 (JD!59)
Copyright 1987, G. B. Tmdeau. Reprinted with pennission of
Unfrersal Press Syndicate. All rights resen •ed.

If you had the option of spending .0004 percent of your personal budget to find ways
of improving your self-esteem, would you
do it? If you made, say, $32,000 a year,
would it be worth your while to spend about
13 cents on a plan that might not only make
you feel better about yourself, but about
others as well?
In California, we're betting that the newly
created California Task Force to Promote
Self-Esteem and Personal and Social
Responsibility is worth a chance- and
.0004 percent of our total state budget,
$750,000 for three years.
With our prison system filled to almost
200 percent capacity, we're spending
billions of dollars to build prisons as fast
as we can, but not fast enough to keep up
with the inmate population . We spend
billions each year for social programs to
keep our less fortunate citizens afloat never
dent the targeted population; the welfare
rolls swell each year. Drug abuse, sexual
abuse, and violence show no signs of
abating, and the cycle of poverty widens
every year.
Against this backdrop, it becomes clear
that many of the reactive policies of our
state government are simply not working.
So much of what we do and what we spend
merely mops up the messes we have made
of our lives. We furiously pour what water
we can afford on what fires we can reachracism, sexism, poverty, drug abuse, sexual abuse, and violence- but rarely take the
time to examine what may have started
these fires in the first place.
Looking for a common denominator to
these problems and some sort of proactive,
preventative approach, I introduced legislation to establish a California self-esteem
commission. My intent was to pull together
existing research on the subject and its
possible implications for social policy.
I had no idea the bill would create so
much controversy. Editors have had a field
day. "Pipe-dream nonsense," "touch-feely,"
"muddle-headed," "a brilliant parody of
SPRING 1987

California," "just when you thought you've
heard it all," "Vasconcellos, off on another
search for the root cause." Even Garry
Trudeau played it for laughs in his
Doonesbury strip.
Apparently some of my colleagues
agreed. In 1984, the bill narrowly failed
passage in the Senate after passing the
Assembly. In 1985, the bill passed the State
Legislature but was vetoed by Gov. George
Deukmejian. In 1986, however, after three
years of considerable publicity and discussion, the bill was signed into law by the
governor.
Nevertheless, despite the hard-earned
bipartisan support and widespread interest,
many media and political cynics continue
to lampoon the idea of a self-esteem commission as "naive and absurd ." Why?

The cost to Californians
is about one cent each.
What's absurd about trying to get at the root
of crime and violence, chemical abuse,
teenage pregnancy, welfare dependency,
and waylaid human potential?
Apparently our critics consider selfesteem an individual problem and not a
government study problem. Of course it's
an individual problem. Does that mean,
then , that drug use, prostitution, physical
abuse, or teenage pregnancy lay beyond the
reach of government?
To enable the public to live more selfsufficiently, peacefully, and safely is a concern of government. If a self-esteem task
force-costing each Californian about one
cent-could help policymakers find ways
to highlight and nurture the development of
healthy self-esteem and thus reduce the
billions we spend each year on social programs and prisons, isn't it worth a look?
As chair of the California Assembly Ways
and Means Committee for seven years, I

have coauthored a balanced state budget
and reviewed every piece oflegislation that
could cost Californians money-more than
2,000 bills each year. I understand the
importance of fiscal responsibility, which
is why I authored the self-esteem bill . I
wince as we spend billions of dollars every
year merely to keep dependent Californians
afloat and others in institutions. And I find
myself intrigued by any proposal that offers
even the smallest toehold of hope.
Californians should expect more from
their legislature than timid preservation of
a questionable status quo. To settle for
simply treating symptoms is to abandon
hope.
Critics scoff at the notion of government
packaging and distributing self-esteem. So
do I. Unfortunately, most of the critics
haven't read the file. Our proposal charges
the 25-member task force with
1. Compiling existing self-esteem research and its relationship to social
problems;
2. Identifying existing programs that effectively address the relationship between
self-esteem and personal and social
responsibility;
3. Publicizing by January 1, 1990, the
results of the task force effort to enable
individuals, institutions, governmental
organizations, and social groups to take
advantage of this information.
I don't suggest that a task force on selfesteem will transform California into a
problem-free utopia-only we humans can
do that. I do believe, however, that it can
contribute significantly to our attempts to
understand the source of our social ills. And
understanding is clearly a prerequisite to
■
solution.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, in his 21st year
in the Assembly, is the author of the task force
bill.
Poillf of View represents the opinion of the
author and does not reflect the position or th e
official policy of Santa Clara University.
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Why Business Executives Fail in Government
Running the Government is not like running a business

By James M. Kouzes
Blame it all on Franklin D. Roosevelt. It
was Roosevelt who in 1936 appointed Louis
Brownlow to head a committee on management of the executive branch. It was the
Brownlow committee that recommended
creating the Executive Office of the President. And it was the same Brownlow
committee that would model our executive
branch of government after the modern
corporation.
The president was to be chief executive
officer. To ease the growing administrative
demands of the presidency, the committee
recommended that the president have a few
personal assistants in the White Housesix to be exact-to watch over the line
organizations. Above all else, the Brownlow
committee urged that the President's staff
have a "passion for anonymity."
But that was over 50 years ago. Since
then numerous aides have been chiefs, and
the White House professional staff has
grown to about 100 (1,000, if you count
secretaries, guards, janitors, and other support personnel) .
That also was before Donald Regan, the
first Wall Street chief executive officer ever
to become chief of staff. He also was the
first to take seriously the notion that the
executive branch was just like a corporation. Shortly after Regan swapped jobs with
James Baker to become chief of staff, he
described his role as "chief executive officer of the White House."
Seasoned Corporate Manager

Suddenly-as if Brownlow had never
urged staff to remain anonymous- Donald
Regan thrust himself into the job that was
reserved for the president of the United
States. Certainly Regan, a seasoned corporate manager, knew the difference between
line and staff, and the difference between
the CEO and a staff manager.
How then did it come to pass that the
now-former Chief of Staff Regan assumed
his job was to be the chief executive officer?
We can only speculate. But it might be that
Regan's Wall Street training that he carried
into the Treasury, and then into the White
House taught him to practice the job of
senior staff manager quite differently from
what Louis Brownlow had in mind .
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The government is not a corporation, any
more than a corporation is a government.
If we are to restore the White House staff
to its proper role, and ifwe are to properly
assist business men and women who wish
to serve in government, then we must
divorce ourselves from this notion that
running government is like running a
corporation .
Several years ago my colleague, Paul
Mica, and I observed that the dominant
paradigm of complex business organizations is in direct conflict with the dynamics
of democratic governance. The dominant
view of business is characterized by its
focus on management as the rationalizing
force in corporations. Management is supposed to be the primary source of influence
over the organization, and it uses its hier-

Elected officials and
their staffs are
servants, not masters,
of the people.
archical positions to control and coordinate.
Authority Relationships

According to this theory, authority relationships must be clear and explicit, and
power must flow from top to bottom. Rules
and procedures are supposed to be institutionalized, the structure is supposed to be
bureaucratic, and relations between members should remain impersonal. Work gets
done through logical and linear tools and
techniques. Cost efficiency and effectiveness are the measures of success.
Donald Regan had the experience to run
this kind of company. But he seemed to lack
the experience, skills, or predisposition to
operate in a very different kind of
organization-a staff office in a democratic
government. In a democratic society, the
government functions on the axial principle
of legitimacy by consent of the governed.
The first thing that the Regan office failed
to consider is that the president of the
United States has numerous and often competing constituencies. The primary duty of
the White House staff is to ensure that the
president considers legitimate concerns of

those who consent to be governed.
Success of a democratic government is
measured in terms of equity in matters such
as fair and just policy decisions, and not by
the bottom line. The logical structure for
this is the representative form of government. The White House staff is obligated
to inform and involve duly-elected representatives, including the president, in
governance of the nation.
While a corporation could be run without
involving its employees or customers in
policy decisions, a democratic government
is founded on sharing of powers.
Negotiation and Compromise

If a democratic government is to operate
effectively, policy decisions must be
reached through negotiation, bargaining,
and compromise. Secrecy, disinformation ,
and autocratic rule have no place in the
functioning of a repr~sentative democracy.
Elected officials and their staffs are not
masters of the people, they are servants of
the people.
It is a high honor to serve the country.
We are privileged to have had many
business men and women serve us with
distinction. Those who successfully make
the transition from private sector to public
sector learn to view our government not as
a corporation. They come to view it as a
political institution operating by democratic
principles. They recognize and accept the
legitimacy of competing views. They learn
how to build consensus and negotiate with
those opposing them . They let go of the role
of master and cherish the role of civil
servant.
A key lesson to be learned from the
recent crisis in the White House-one
applying equally to business and government-is simply: the foundation of all
leadership is credibility.
Recently, along with my colleagues Barry
Posner and Warren Schmidt, I asked federal
executives and corporate executives to tell
us what they most admire and look for in
their leaders. Results of our nationwide
surveys of more than 5,000 managers in
public and private organizations are striking
in their regularity. Our research showed
that the admired leaders were most of all:
honest , competent, forward-looking,
inspiring.
Worthy of Trust

Honesty, in every survey we conducted,
was favored more often than any other
characteristic of leadership. If we are to
willingly follow someone, whether into batSPRING 1987

Donald Regan was the first \¥.ill Street chief executive officer to become a White House chief of staff, a role he described as "chief executive officer of the White House!'

tie or boardroom, we first want to be sure
our leader is worthy of our trust.
Leaders are considered honest if they do
what they say they are going to do. Agreements not followed through, false promises,
deceptions, cover-ups are all indicators that
ostensible leaders are not to be trusted.
The next most-frequent leadership attribute in our survey was competence. To
enlist in another's cause, we must believe
that person knows what he or she is doing.
We must see the person as capable and
effective. Ifwe doubt the leader's abilities,
we are unlikely to enlist in the crusade.
Managers picked forward-looking as
their third most sought-after leadership
trait. We expect our leaders to have a sense
of direction and concern for the future of
the organization. Whether we call it vision,
dream, calling, goal, or personal agenda, ,
the message is the same: admired leaders
must know where they're going.
Also, we expect our leaders to be enthusiastic, energetic, and positive about the
future. We expect them to be inspiring. It's
not enough for a leader to have a dream
about the future. He or she must communSPRING 1987

icate the vision in ways that encourage us
to sign up for the duration.
Call It Credibility
Taken singularly, this list of leadership
attributes may not be altogether surprising.
But together, three of these four characteristics comprise what communications experts
call credibility.
In assessing the believability of communication sources (newscasters, salespersons,
and managers, for example), researchers
typically evaluate communicators using
three criteria : their perceived trustworthiness, expertise, and dynamism of the
source.
These three characteristics are strikingly
similar to the terms honest, competent, and
inspiring-three of the four mostfrequently selected items in our survey. Our
study showed clearly that we want leaders
who are credible. Above all else, we must
be able to believe in our leaders.
As with all failures, there's much we can
learn from the recent crisis in the nation's
capital. The first lesson is that running a
government office requires a different view
of organizations and a unique set of skills.

It's a job that takes as much experience and
competence as any found in the corporate
world .
We've learned too that credibility is the
foundation of all leadership. It's also one of
the hardest attributes to earn. And it's the
most fragile of human qualities. Credibility is earned minute by minute, hour by
hour, month by month, year by year. If not
carefully tended, it can be lost in short
order.
Although most of us willingly forgive a
few minor transgressions, a slip of the
tongue, a misspoken word, a careless act,
there comes a time when enough is enough.
And when leaders-line or staff-have
used up their credibility, they will find it is
impossible to earn it back.
■

James M. Kouzes is director of the Executive
Development Center in the Leavey School of
Business and Administration . Reprinted by permission of the New lark Times .
Point of View represents the opinion of the
author and does not reflect the position or the
official policy of Santa Clara University.
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COMING EVENTS
Almaden Honor Choir, Randol School Choir, Union
School District Youth Choir and the San Jose
Children's Choir. In the Mission Church, 8 p.m.
General admission: $8; students , Santa Clara
employees, seniors (60 ): $5.

Art Exhibits
Through June 7-Art in a Cor~orate Con_text:
Selections from Bay Area Collections. Galleries I,
II , and III. In de Saisset Museum. Free.

Lectures and Panel Discussions

Through June 7-Oliver Jackson: Recent Works on
Paper. Gallery IV. In de Saisset Museum. Free.

May 9-Partnering in Caring for Seniors-A 1\vo
Way Stretch. A workshop to explore ways Catholic

June 28-August 30-Three Bay Area Painters.
Galleries I, II and IV. Presented in conjunction with
"Bay Currents: New Artists" and sponsored by the
Non-Profit Gallery Association. Free.

All exhibits in de Saisset Museum are open 10 a. m. to
5 p.m. Tuesday through Friday, I to 5 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday. For more information , ca ll (408)
554-4528.

Oil Field Worker, Kilgore, Texas, 1939: From Art in
a Corporate Context Exhibition.

Special Events
May 6-7th Annual Chemistry What-Is-It? Contest. An afternoon of science learning and fun for high

Theatre and Dance
May 1-3, 5-9-Old Times. Harold Pinter's play has
been called the finest work of a master dramatist. Fess
Parker Studio Theatre. Tickets at Mayer Theatre Box
Office.

May 16-Heidi Humphrey Dance/Mime Recital. In
Fess Parker Studio Theatre, 8 p.m. Free.

school students which culminates in the awarding of
prizes to those who perform best on a written quiz .
Tours of the Chemistry Department offered. In Daly
Science Center Room 2fJ7, 1-4 p.m. For more information , call (408) 554-4799. Free.

May 9-43rd Annual American Association of
Physics Teachers Competitive Test for High School
Students. In Daly Science Center, Room 206 and 2fJ7,
9 a.m.-noon. Registration fee: $2. For more information, call (408) 554-4312 .

May 22-24, 26-30-Love's Labour's Lost. Love's irresistible power overcomes the best intentions of young
men and women in Shakespeare's lighthearted romantic
comedy. Tickets available May II at Mayer Theatre
Box Office.

May 10-St. Clare Festival. Annual Renaissance
Faire, with entertainment, booths of arts and crafts ,
games, rides. In the Mission Gardens, 10 a .m . to 5
p.m. Day concludes with Mass in Mission Church at
IOp.m .

June 2-Tom Gough Directing Project. In Fess
Parker Studio Theatre, 8 p.m. Free.

June 5-Kathleen Middleton Acting Recital. In Fess
Parker Studio Theatre, 8 p.m. Free.

July 3-18-Theatre Santa Clara Summerfest '87:
Harvey. Written by Mary Chase, this is one of the most
popular comedies ever written. (Fourth of July picnic
available with July 4 theatre tickets. P1cmc at 5 p.m.;
tickets, $6.75.) In Mayer Theatre, 8 p.m. Thursdays
through Saturdays; 7 p.m. Sundays and July 4 ; matinee,
2 p.m. July II. General admission: $7.50; students,
Santa Clara employees, seniors (60 5): $5.

July 14-25-Theatre Santa Clara Summerfest '87:
The Mirrorman. Brian Way's fanciful frolic for the
young and young-at-heart. Limited seating. In Fess
Parker Studio Theatre, II a.m. and 7 p.m. Tuesdays;
11 a.m. Wednesdays through Saturdays; 2:30 p.m. July
25. Tickets: $2.

July 24-August 8-Theatre Santa Clara Summerfest '87: Baby. The musical for everyone who's
had wanted or been undecided about having children.
In Mayer Theatre, 8 p.m. Thursdays through Saturdays ; 7 p.m. Sundays; matinee, 2 p.m. August 1.
General admission: $7.50; students, Santa Clara
employees, seniors (60 5) : $5.

Unless othenvise noted, pe,formances are at 8 p.m.
Tiiesdays through Saturdays , and 7 p.m. Sundays.
General admission: $7.50; students, Santa Clara
employees, seniors (60+ ): $5171ursday through Sunday, and $3 Ti1esday and l½!dnesday. Mayer Th eatre
Box Office (408) 554-4105.
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Dance Is Therapy. An ongoing program every quarter
for mastectomy patients ; recommended by the
American Cancer Society. Provides physical and emotional benefits through dance. $20 per quarter. In the
Dance Building, 11 a .m.-12 :30 p.m. , Wednesdays. For
more information , call (408) 554-4646 or (408)
377-9016.

Music Concerts and Recitals
May 8-Patricia Hou, Pianist, Junior Recital. In
Music Building Concert Hall, 4 :15 p.m. Free.
May 8-Craig Lusk, Organist, Senior Recital. In
Music Building Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

May 11-Departmental Student Recital. In Music
Building Concert Hall, 4:15 p.m . Free.

Charities and communities of all faiths can work
together to meet the needs of seniors. In de Saisset
Museum , 8 a.m.-4 p .m. $IO. For more information ,
call (408) 243-3004.

May 11-Economic Symposium: International
Monetary Flows and Exchange Rates: Present Problems and Future Prospects. Dr. Alan Walters, professor of economics at Johns Hopkins University and
personal economic adviser to British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher; and Dr. Lawrence Krause, professor of international relations and Pacific studies at
the University of California-San Diego and senior
fellow at the Brookings Institution . In de Saisset
Museum, 5:30 p.m. Free.

May 12-President's Lecture Series: The Prophetic
Vision in Modern Poetry. Professor Louis Martz of
Yale University. In de Saisset Museum, 8 p.m . For
more information, call (408) 554-2794. Free.

May 19-Bay Area Ceramic Sculpture. Informal talk
by Graham Beal , curator of painting at the San Francisco of Museum of Modem Art , and Rena Bransten,
owner of Rena Bransten Gallery in San Francisco. In
de Saisset Museum, 8 p.m. For more information, call
(408) 554-4594. Free.

Executive Development
May 27-Creating A Marketing Edge-One day
seminar featuring Alan S. Cleland, president, High
Technology Institute; Regis McKenna, chairman,
Regis McKenna, Inc.; William H. Davidow, general
partner, Mohr, Davidow Ventures; Albert V. Bruno,
Glen Klimek Professor of marketing, SCU. For senior
executives and support staff. Cost: $395. Call Executive Development Center at SCU (408) 554-4521.

Summer Programs
June-July-Counseling Psychology and Education
Workshops-A total of 36 professional growth
workshops offered for continuing education units
(CEU). Most are for ten hours . Wide variety offered.
For free Summer Session Workshop booklet call (408)
554-4434 or write to the CPE division at SCU, 95053.

May 15-Pops Concert. Music on the "light side,"
solos and ensembles. In Music Building Concert Hall ,
8 p.m. Free.

May 18-University Orchestra. Performing works by

July 5-11, 12-18-AII Sports Camp. Open to boys and
girls ages 9 to 15. Cost: $285 for boarding campers;
$160 for day campers. For more information, call (408)
554-4063.

Copland, Handel , Ravel and Rossini; Henry
Mollicone, conducting. In the Mission Church, 8 p.m.
Free.

May 29-30-University Orchestra, Santa Clara
Chorale and University Concert Choir. More than
200 voices combining to present Hector Berlioz'
powerful masterpiece Te Deum; Lynn Shurtleff, conducting. Also participating: Country School of

INFO UPDATE
The Information Booth in Benson Memorial Center
is open seven days a week. To verify the time or
place of an event, call (408) 554-4764.
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MAY 15-17
Friday, May 15
10 a.m. Bronco Spring Golf Classic
6p.m. Recent Alumni Spring Homecoming
Happy Hour
7 p.m. Reunion Receptions and dinners for
Classes of 1937, 1957, 1967, l<J77
Saturday, May 16
9 a.m. Back to Classroom, Academic update
program
- Natural Sciences Symposium
- School of Engineering Open House
- Lectures by Fr. Francis Smith, S.J., on
"Liberation Theology" and Fr. Ted
Mackin, S.J., on "Moral Decisions"
11 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Spring Homecoming Santa Clara Family
Picnic
10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Spring Alumni/Varsity games in soccer,
rugby, lacrosse, and water polo, and the
spring football scrimmage.
6 p.m. Gianera Society Mass and dinner
Sunday, May 17
8 a.m.

Bay to Breakers, annual race in San
Francisco
10 a.m. Mass in the Mission Church

,•·

Iowa tumbled Santa Clara from a euphoric two-week high. (Page 29.)
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